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anniversary of martin luther king jr’s death

‘dying for your principles’
King’s ideas had a deep effect on society.
But, many emphasize, there is still a long way to go.

By Emily Zulz
Activities Reporter

M

ichael Loudon can vividly
remember the day Martin
Luther King Jr. was assassinated
40 years ago today.
He was 18 years old and a second-semester freshman at Wabash
College.
When he heard the news,
he said he and his friends stood
around, looking at each other in
disbelief.
“When we realized that it was
fact – that Dr. King had been
assassinated – our reaction was
first weeping,” said Loudon, acting coordinator for AfricanAmerican studies.
He said there was so much turmoil and political oppression at
the time that it felt like they had
lost a personal leader.
After they wept, Loudon said
he and his friends decided to
organize a campus vigil.
By word of mouth, they asked
people to come to the house he
and his friends rented and shared.
They held a backyard candlelight vigil in honor of King.
He said it was something akin
to old-time testifying, as the
crowd echoed the title of one of
King’s books, “Where do we go
from here?”
A thunderstorm rolled in
toward the end of the vigil.
There was not enough room
for everyone inside Loudon’s
house, so the crowd dispersed.
Loudon said the testimony would have gone on for several more hours if the storm had
not started. For Loudon and his

university | personnel

Dudolski
to step
down
April 11
Former Greek Life
director seeking new
job opportunities
By Nora Maberry
News Editor

Charleston police officers are
pleased that interim Chief Mark Jenkins was named permanent chief at
Tuesday’s City Council meeting.
Jenkins, a lifelong Charleston resident, was serving as interim police
chief after Paul Welch resigned in
December to become police chief in
Edgewood, N.M.
“The bottom line is that it’s nice
when qualified candidates are given
the opportunity for advancement,”
said Officer Hank Pauls.
Pauls said appointing someone
who has been with the department
for a long time shows new patrolmen
what they can do.

Bob Dudolski has offered his resignation to Eastern, said Dan Nadler,
vice president for student affairs.
Dudolski’s last day as an Eastern
employee will be
April 11. He said
he resigned to
seek new professional opportunities.
“I am currently in the process of exploring a new career bob dudolski
opportunity as Former Director
well as I request- of Greek Life
ed some personal
time to spend with my family before
my next professional move,” he said.
Dudolski is working on an annual
report for Student Affairs and gathering information about fraternities
and sororities receiving their charters, Nadler said. He will work on
these projects until April 11.
Dudolski was officially removed
as director of Greek Life on March
20, Nadler said.
On March 20, Nadler met with
the Greek Life staff and had an e-mail
sent to the various governing councils that said Dudolski was removed
as director of Greek Life. No official
reason for his reassignment was given
in the e-mail, Nadler said.
The university will not be releasing a statement regarding the reason
Dudolski was reassigned, but Nadler
said there was no chance Dudolski
would be offered his job back.
“We’re limited in what we can say,
not just about this personnel matter but any matter because, as a public employer, all employees are entitled to due process,” said Rob Miller,
University Counsel.
Miller said releasing information
to the public without following a
designated process can create liability
issues for the university and disrupt
the review of the matter in question.
“We are really restrained on what
we can release because of this due
process issue,” he said.
Nadler said the university was
focusing on making the best decisions for the Eastern community and
how Greek Life was going to move
forward.
“We don’t really come out and
accept, deny, prove or disprove
rumors,” Nadler said. “Personally,
you might feel like you want to share
these things, but from a professional standpoint, you have to maintain
standards and confidentiality.”

»

»

Molly Clutter | The Daily Eastern News

Martin Luther King Jr. was a civil rights activist who believed in non-violent demonstration. King also
aided with the bus boycotting that helped start the equal rights movement in the 1960s. King was assassinated April 4, 1968, while standing on the balcony outside his motel room in Memphis, Tenn. This
portrait of King hangs in the Bridge Lounge of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.

friends, the vigil continued.
“I remember the sun faintly coming up, and we were still,
12 to 15 of us, in the living room
talking about the consequences
of King’s assassination and how
we personally needed to reaffirm
those principles that had meant

so much to him from his sermons
and his speeches,” Loudon said.
Loudon described King’s assassination as a time of national mourning and frustration, a
fight against hopelessness and an
expression of anger.
“Through all the grief and

mourning, I think all of us
believed that change was possible, and when things seem most
hopeless is when you needed to
reaffirm that sense of hope and
work even harder,” Loudon said.

»

See King, Page 5

city | new police department chief

Officers enthusiastic about Jenkins

Lifelong Charleston
resident brings 30 years
experience to position

By Matt Hopf
City Editor

John Bailey | The Daily Eastern News

Mark Jenkins, newly appointed Charleston Chief of Police, thanks all of his officers for being the people
who answer 1 a.m. calls and credits them with helping him become chief on Thursday at City Hall.

See jenkins, Page 5

See dudolski, Page 7
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Gibson wants financial
detaUs kept hush-hush
LOS ANGELES - Md Gibson,
wb~'s being sued by a writer about
payment for the "The Passion of the
Christ" screenplay, wants to keep 6nanciallnfonnarion about the blockbuster movie out of the public eye.
Benedict Fitzgerald claimed in his
February lawsuit that Gibson misled
him into accepting a small payment
for writing the script by saying the
movie would cost between $4 million and $7 million.
Fitzgerald, who shared sattnwrlting ctcdits with Gibson, claimed he
agn::cd to "a salary substantially less
chan what be wouJd have taken had
he known the true budget for the
6lm," which the lawsuit claimed was
$25 million to $50 million. The lawsuit claims fraud, breach of contract
and unjust enrichment, and. seeks
unspecified damages.
In court 6lings Tuesday, attorneys
for Gibson and his production com-

SpoiU edilor

pany asked the court co seal die movie's financial records and only allow
Fitzgerald's la~rs access ro them.
The information details the movie's
domestic and foreign box office receipts, production costS ~d distribution expenses.
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Back on the block:
New Kids set to reunite
BOSTON- The boy band New
Kid$ on the Block. which sold 7.0
million albums in the 1980s and
early '90s, has mmited and plans to
rdeasc a new album and go on row.
Band member Donnie Wahlberg
said he was persuaded to get back ro-
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gtther with his former bandmms Joey Mclncyre, brothers Jordan and
Jonathan Knight and Danny Wood
- when they decided to record new

_ _ _ Kevtn Good
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music.
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Wablbcrg said he wrote 80 percent of the: new material with McIntyre and Jordan Knight.
The: group disbanded in 1994.
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BRYCE PEAKE f THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
Matt Caponera and Andy Lattrell perform a skit portraying a monster in the "Closet" during the Lunchbox
Voodoo performance Thursday night at the Charleston Alley Theatre.

WHATTHL.I WEIRD, UNEXPECTED, BIZARRE NEWS

Toddlers can no longer marry in ~rkansas .
A.lbnsas·
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aisis is done.

A law that mistakenly aUOM:d anyone - evat toddlers - to marry with pueotal pmnislioo was .n:peaJed
by a masuxe signed into law Wedneaday by Gov. Mike
Beebe. ending months of embarrassmem for cbe swe

and collfUsion for county clerks.
Lawmakers didn't ~ until after the end of last
year's regular session a law they apptOYed. intended 10.
establish 18 as the minimum • for marriage. inaead

EXTENDED COVERAGE AT WWW.DENNEWS.COM
• Hews Roundup - Dennews.com
features WEIU's John Twork with a
weekly roundup of the events and
news of the past week In the area.
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Jerry Seinfield's car flips; comedian unhurt
EAST HAMJYfON, N.Y. -Jerry
Scinfdd was in a rollover wreck bur
was unhurt after the brakes on one
of his vintage cars failed.
Scinfcld was driving alone when
the brakes on his 1967 Fiat BTM
stopped working Saturday evening.
• East Hampton Town Police Chief
Todd Sarris told the N~ ~r* Post.
Scinfeld tried the emergency brake,
to no avail, and then swerved to keep
the car &om careening into an intersection, Sarris said.
The rw<Hioor sedan Ripped over
and carne to a stop just yards from
the highway, Sarris said, adding that
the comic's maneuver "probably
avoided a very serious accident."
The wreck was attributed to mechanical fail~ and no summonses
were issued, Sarris said. Scinfdd, 53,
did not require medical attention
and returned to his East Hampton
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CAMPUS BRIEFS
Buy Jason Mraz tickets

for April 25 concert
Tickets for the April 25 concert
at Lantz Arena featuring singer
Jason Mraz are on sale. Cost of
tickets is $13 for the public and
$1 0 for Eastern students. For
tickets, call581-5122 from 10 a.m.
to 3 p.m., Monday through Friday.
The event starts at 8 p.m. and
features opening acts Bushwalla
and magician Justin Kredible.

Attend a seminar on
hearing aid benefits

MOllY ClUTTER ITHE DAllY EASTERN NEWS

Members of the Residence Hall Association vote on environmental awareness at their meeting in Taylor Hall on Thursday. The vote was passed in
favor of more research on how to make the campus more environmentally friendly.

GOING GREEN: GREATER POSSIBILITY
New take-out cup for
on-campus residents
being mulled over by
committee
By Heather Holm
RHA Reporter
A little blue water bottle that students will receive at the beginning of
the year might be a new version of
take-out.
Students will receive the water
bottle at the beginning of the year
to take drinks out of dining halls
instead of using paper take-out cups
if the program is implemented.
Thirty RHA members voted in
favor of using the cups at Thursday's
meeting.
Four RHA members voted against
using the cups, and one member
chose to abstain from the vote.
"Basically, this vote from RHA
means they think it is a good idea,"

said Mark Hudson, director of Housing and Dining. "Now, the Environmental Awareness Committee
can go back and smooth over major
issues that people had with the botdes and find resolutions for them. "
Hudson said he is hopeful the
cups will be implemented in the full.
Some RHA members were concerned how people who do not have
meal plans could use this program
and were unsure whether students
could get replacements for lost botdes or if a string to carry it around
would be provided so the bottle
would be harder to lose.
It was recommended a fee of $5
would be charged for a replacement
bottle. Most RHA members thought
the bottle program was a good idea.
"I think it is definitely a step
in the right direction," said Jarrod
Scheele, RHA president. "'There is
so much pollution, such as landfills,
and this could be the first step of
many to help the environment."
Hudson said he thinks it is good

idea any time someone can make a tl1eir platforms for Student Govern"small environmental footprint."
ment.
"I am currently a senator and
1l1is program was thought up last
spring; however, others like it have have been trying to get more RHAStudent Senate involvement d1is
been presented before.
"In the past, we had a system year," Scherle said. "I thought it
called a 'mug program,' but it was was interesting how someone in the
before carry-out was an issue," said crowd said they would like to see
Hudson, "The carry-out system has senate members at RHA other than
been in place since arOLmd the year just when they are trying to get elect2000."
ed."
Scherle said senate members were
The idea will not be taken back to
the Environmental Awareness Com- allowed to talk for only five minutes
because a lot was on the agenda for
mittee.
"RHA has given them the right 1ln1rsday's meeting.
to smooth out the issues with the
Also at the meeting, Jenny
program, especially ones with Tow- Kaplan, chairwoman of the RHA
er Dining, and we are giving tl1em Kids Weekend Committee, said the
time to iron tl1ese issues out," Schee- turnout for Kids Weekend was good,
le said.
and the event went well.
Scheele said he is a fan of the botRHA will meet next week at 5
tle, especially in the Martin Luther p.m. on Thursday in the National
King Jr. University Union because of Pan-Hellenic Hall Council, located
all the soda he could take out.
in the middle of Greek Court.
In other business, the Sntdents
Heather Holm can be reached at 581Wanting Action Today and United
Party for Students came to discuss 7942 or at haholm@eiu.edu.

UNIVERSITY I CONFIDENTIALITY

Department of Education clears the air
Family Educational
Rights and Privacy Act
may be modified
By Stephen Di Benedetto
Associate News Editor
The U.S. Department of Education is attempting to clarify the confusion concerning the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act.
The shooting at Virginia Tech on
April 16 prompted the department's
proposed regulations to be added to
FERPA, whicll were published in the
Federal Register on Marcl1 24, said
Jim Bradshaw, spokesman for the
U.S. Department of Education.
"Our purpose is to make crystalclear to scl1ools d1at they do have the
authority to release records of students who may be a threat to themselves or to others," Bradshaw said.
"Until now, there seemed to be confusion over that point."
FERPA is intended to protect a
student's right to privacy by restricting disclosures of a student's record
by universities.
'The department is permitting
public comment on the proposed
regulations until May 8, with the
department expected to make an
announcement on the final regula-

tions in the fall, Bradshaw said.
University Counsel Rob Miller
agreed with Bradshaw and said the
proposed regulations serve as more
of a clarification than an overhaul of
FERPA.
Miller said schools have typically
interpreted FERPA narrowly.
"There are no major blanket
cl1anges to FERPA with these regulations," Miller said.
He said schools are hesitant to
share information because tl1e institutions are afraid of violating any
part ofFERPA, but added chat FERPA has always allowed those within
the university to share information
with people who have a legitimate
need to know.
"What a lot of schools have done
is they have set up these walls," Miller said. "That can be detrimental
because if one area on campus knows
about a student and that information should be shared somewhere
else, then that information needs to
be shared."
The proposed regulations concern
the health and safety exemptions for
releasing records tmder FERPA that
include releasing information about
a student's record to parents, people
within a university and health and
law enforcement officials.
Miller said the campus police
department at Virginia Tech knew

FIND OUT MORE ON
FERPA
Instructions for students
wanting to comment on these
proposed regulations by May 8
can be found here:
http://www.ed.gov/legislation/
FedRegister/proprule/20081/032408a.html

the shooter had been involuntarily
committed. The police department
could have shared that information
with the university's judicial affairs
office, Miller said.
"If people share that information,
you could at least make better decisions," he said.
But schools have to keep in mind
a student's privacy rights when exercising an exemption to FERPA, Miller said.
1l1e proposed regulations clarify
d1at FERPA allows scl1ools to share
information wid1 a student's parents
if tl1at student is dependent upon
d1em, Miller said.
Schools might assume every student is dependent upon his or her
parents and, w1less told otherwise,
scl10ols would think it is permissi-

ble to share that information, Miller said.
"I think you have to communicate with the students to find out
what is your status," MiUer said.
"The important thing is to protect
the rights of students, especially their
private rights."
As for these regulations limiting
school shootings in tl1e future, Miller said the clarification would help
because a university cannot make
good decisions without good information. Bradshaw said schools have
always had the right to share information about a student who is considered to be a threat to themselves
or to others.
"This is an effort to make crystal-dear that instittttions may, if they
choose, release d1ese records to parents, health and law enforcement
officials," he said.
Miller said these proposed regulations to FERPA are simply a restatement of what always has been permissible.
"I think it is a step in che right
direction," he said. ·~y time they
can provide clarification and help
schools understand more clearly what is permitted or required is a
step in the right direction."
Stephen Di Benedetto can be reached
at 581 -7942 or at sdibenedettO@eiu.edu.

The communication disorders
and sciences department is
offering sessions for individuals
who are considering hearing
aids or for those who already
own hearing aids and would
like to maximize the benefits.
The sessions are 11 a.m. to noon
today, April11, 18and 25 on
the second floor of Eastern's
Human Services Center. The cost
is $20. Call581-2712 for more
information.
- Compiled by News Editor Nora
Maberry

BLOTTER
• A 2000 Mercury was struck by
another vehicle while parked in
the Coleman Hall parking lot.
·An Eastern student reported
receiving harassing phone calls
on their cell phone March 25.
·It was reported a bag of
sporting gear was stolen from
the locked trunk of a vehicle
possibly parked on the Eastern
campus.
·On March 27, it was reported
that personal property was
stolen and a window was broken
in a Greek Court building.
·Chad T. Whitfield, 21, of
Seymour, was arrested at 1:59
a.m. on March 28 at Seventh
Street and Lincoln Avenue on
the charge of driving under the
influence.
·Sarah N. Altenburg, 22, of Oak
Lawn, was arrested at 1:26 a.m.
on Saturday at Fourth Street and
Lincoln Avenue on the charge of
driving under the influence.
·On Sunday, it was reported
a window was broken in a
University Court building.
·On Tuesday, it was reported
a black Volkswagen was keyed
while parked in a University
Court parking lot.

CORRECTION
On Page 6 ofThursday's edition
of The Daily Eastern News, the
date ofthe percussion ensemble
concert was incorrectly reported.
The concert will take place at
7:30p.m. on April 11.
The DEN regrets the error.

COMMENTS, CORRECTIONS OR
EVENTS
To report any errors, local events
or general suggestions for future
editions, please contact our Editor in Chief, Matt Daniels, via:
Phone I 581-7936,
E-mail I DENeic@gmail.com
Office visit 11811 Buzzard Hall

•• •

•

Drawn from the news I Dave Pennell
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Other views on news
CARRYING THE TORCH
Villanova U.- President Bush
should boycott the opening ceremony
of the Olympics in China this summer.
Because of its treatment of the recent
uprising in Tibet, China does not
deserve any sort of international celebration. A boycott would mitigate the
chance that the Olympic Games will
divert attention from China's human
rights and environmental abuses.
March 10, the first day of the Tibetan protests, was the 49th anniversary of
their first major uprising against China.
ll1is first uprising led to a devastating
crackdown by Chinese forces, and tens
of thousands ofTibetans were killed.
China's blatant repression of its own
citizens is a travesty. Political dissidents
are regularly imprisoned and tortured
- a fate that has befallen many leading
Tibetan figures. This is why President
Bush should back up his verbal rebukes
of China by boycotting the opening
ceremony of the upcoming Olympic
Games.
A symbolic move, such as a boycott,
would be effective because it would
diminish the public relations blitz that
China so desperately desires.
While the Bush administration has
claimed that the Olympic Games are
about athletic competition, not politics,
they are in fact much more than that.
1l1ey embody multicultural interaction and the national pride of each
country that participates.
1l1e running of the torch through
Lhasa, the capital ofTibet and the site
of China's most recent injustices, will be
insult to the people of Tibet, for whom
China's national pride is an affront to
their very identiC)~ Bush needs to carry the torch of his country's commitment to freedom by preventing China
from stamping its footprint on the faces
of the Tibetans.
Ian Deitz

The Villanovan

EDITORIAL POLICY
The editorial is the majority opinion
of the DEN editorial board. Reach
the opinions editor at:
DENopinions@gmail.com

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Letters to the editor can be
submitted at any time on any topic to
the Opinions Editor to be published in

lhe Daily Eastern News.
lhe DENs policy is to run all letters
that are not libelous or potentially
harmful.
1l1ey must be less than 250 wo ds.
Letters to the editor can be bro ght
in with identification to lhe DEN at
1811 Buzzard H all.
Letters may also be submitted
electronically &om the author's EIU
e-mail address to DENopinions@gmail.
com.

STAFF EDITORIAL

Jenkins brings necessities to succeed
ark Jenkins knows Charleston.
A veteran of the Charleston Police
Department, Jenkins was officially
named the full-time police chief at Tuesday's City
Council meeting.
This is the correct choice.
Jenkins has worked with the city's police
department for 30 years and stepped in to fill
the interim role in December after former police
chief Paul Welch resigned to take on the same
role in Edgewood, N.M.
We need a police chief in this city who knows
and understands Charleston, how the city operates and the way the police department works.
Jenkins' experience here in Charleston speaks
for itself. Anyone who has managed to stay on a
police department for 30 years must have some
sort of insight and wherewithal to maintain his
job.
Yes, some people may hold onto their jobs for
at least 30 years, but Jenkins' credentials show
that he hasn't just stumbled upon this latest job.
H e began his career with the Charleston Police
as a dispatcher in 1977 and then became a patrolman. He held this position until 2005, when he
was named one of two deputy chiefs. H e stayed
in the deputy chief position until Welch le&,
which moved Jenkins to the interim tide.
City Manager Scott Smith said at the time, a
full hire couldn't be made until a new city budget
was complete.
With the budget process complete and wait-

M

OUR VIEW
• Situation: Mark Jenkins has been officially
hired as Charleston's full-time police chief.
• Stance: The Charleston Police Department
made the right decision in hiring Jenkins. He
brings the necessary experience needed and is
also familiar with the area.
ing for City Council approval on April18, Smith
made the decision to appoint Jenkins.
And a&er Welch was hired, the city made a
smart decision to hire within d1is time.
Much furor developed in January 2005
when Welch, an outside candidate who came
to Charleston &om Wisconsin Rapids, Wis.,
became d1e full-time chief.
A vote of no confidence was given to Smith by
a local police lodge after Welch was approved.
Welch spent the majority of his early time in
office trying to know the people of d1e community.
Jenkins won't have to spend additional time
worrying about that process. Key relationships
have been developed and nurtured during the last
30 years.
Jenkins said in January, after having the interim tag for a little more than a month, that communication between Eastern and the Charleston
police is vital.
It's reassuring to know someone who knows
this city and Eastern the way Jenkins does is now
the one officially in charge of keeping us safe.

Might as well have sent e-mails
1l1e University Police Department used an
old-fashioned means of distributing information
last Thursday about a woman who was allegedly
assaulted off campus.
1l1e UPD put up fliers all around campus with
a timely warning Friday afternoon informing the
campus community that a man allegedly harassed
a woman and threatened her with a knife.
Although the warning was posted a whole
day after the incident, UPD worked with the
Charleston Police Department as quickly as possible and made sure mat all the information was
correct on the fliers before posting them.
The UPD could have saved some time and
could have brought the matter to the attention
of more students if an e-mail alert was sent out
instead of just fliers being posted.
However, Dan Nadler, vice president for student affairs, said e-mail alerts are reserved for
incidents that occur on or around campus. 1l1e
woman was allegedly assaulted on 17 th Street,
about a mile away from Eastern's campus.
1l1e man who allegedly attacked a woman was
still at-large during the weekend, and students
who don't live on campus probably missed the
warning.
Had the warning been sent to students' etaken
mails, more students would have

CONTINUE THE DEBATE
ONLINE

I

Visit DENnews.com to
read Seth Miller's vlog,
"Superdelegates have
too much power~'

OUR VIEW
• Situation: Last week, the University Police
Department posted fliers warning students
about an alleged incident.
• Stance: The UPD should have sent e-mails instead of post fliers because not everyone lives
on campus or saw the fliers.
extra precautions during the weekend.
The university does not want to do anything
that will sacrifice smdents' safety. But not sending
out e-mails may have done so.
We understand that Nadler wants to make
sure the e-mail alert is not abused so students will
still take them seriously.
We also understand the new text-message alert
system is still new and e-mails are still reserved,
for the most part, for imminent danger.
Surely, if e-mails had been sent out, students who may have been unaware of d1e incident because they weren't on campus would
have secured a ride instead of walking or would
have partnered with someone instead of walking
around alone.
If the university is going to take the liberty to
put up fliers, e-mails may as well have been sent
out. 1l1at way, not just a limited amount of peetheir

Green. It's always been my favorite
color. After enrolling in college, however,
I learned of a new meaning for the word.
To me, green stands for purity. When
I leave our complicated, gray buildings
on campus, green surrounds me. Walking
along Lake Charleston gives me a sense of
simplicity and peace at heart.
Strong, dominant trees and luscious
green grass allow me to forget about construction-contracting, computer verifications, conference rooms and e-mail wars.
A solid hour of meditation or sight-seeing
at the lake can really calm one's mind.
That simplicity is the drive behind my
new understanding of green. The word
green has become a political word that I
recognize as the way out of our society's
manipulative political traps.
I quickly learned that society disapproves of voters who are in favor of any
party or group other than the Democrats
or Republicans. I refuse to be either liberal or conservative.
I am not a pawn of instimtionalized
politics. 1l1e Green Party may be a joke
to some, but the Colombians who are
murdered by the Coca-Cola Company do
not agree with the current form of capitalism supported by America.
This world needs to get simpler before
it gets any more complex. How come
our minds cannot be as simple as mine is
when I visit Lake Charleston?
One of the many young men who
inspire me is Kevin O 'Connor, candidate
for Illinois State Representative for the
41st District.
O'Connor is a smdent at Western
illinois University who is studying law
enforcement and political science.
O 'Connor takes much of what society deems normal and tries to find different perspectives. Instead of simply complaining about the state of our world, this
Brookfield native is taking change into
his own hands and running for office as a
member of the Green Party.
H e's won his primary and will be competing against the Republican incumbent
this November. Words can hardly express
the admiration I have for him and his
supporters. To be in college and fighting
for a seat in d1e state government is monumental. The youth revolution is evolving!
We "young voters" seem to be
demanding a whole lot of change this
election year, but stop and think if your
vote would actually force Democrats or
Republicans to do something. Voting
Green is not throwing your vote away
because it's symbolic of real change.
The party system, as we know it, is
overly complicated and does more harm
than good to democracy. The change
we need is one that does not involve the
two scandalous parties who only attack
each other and do not hold d1emselves
accountable.
Students of Eastern have a wealth of
resources provided by the university and
it's time to form more dubs or speak our
minds. Speak out about anything. Go
tell Student Government what you really
think of them; tell the Board ofTrustees
what you think abom ntition; or go tell
your professor d1at your class is boring.
For me, I'm investing time into green
activities, but maybe a trip to peaceful
Lake Charleston will allow you to think
of some way to initiate change.

Rick Kambic is a junior journalism
major. He can be reached at 581-7942 or
at s.
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>> King

a civil rights lawyer, another an
inner-city teacher and Loudon went
into higher education with a discipline in African-American studies.

FROM PAGE 1
He said he and his friends were
not young enough or niive enough
to think that change would happen in a week or two. They knew
it would take long-term commitments.

A long-term dedication
Loudon and his friends were
coming of age when three major
leaders who were identified with
change in the country had been
assassinated - King, Malcolm X and
Bobby Kennedy.
"It made 'dying for your principles' more than an empty slogan,"
Loudon said.
H e said it was easy to over-generalize that the authorities would
kill anyone who spoke out, and yet
Loudon and his friends needed to
still carry on King's legacy of asking
for change and equality.
He and his friends were in the
process of arguing for the creation
of a black studies program and a
black studies center when King was
killed.
Loudon and his friends thought
one way they could dedicate themselves to King's principles was to
continue their work toward a black
studies program.
King had an influence on Loudon and his friends both before and
after his death.
"Before the assassination, his
influence was that of an American leader willing to speak truth
to power, willing to speak truth to
white Americans and black Americans alike," Loudon said.
Loudon said King had an influence on him wanting to find out
more about American history.
H e said after the assassination,
he and his friends were influenced
by King to make a more serious
long- term dedication.
One of Loudon's friends became

>> Jenkins

Impact on students today
Today's traditional students were
not alive during the time of King,
but Keith Wise, a junior history
major and vice president of Black
Student Union, remembers being
introduced to King's work around
the age of 4 or 5.
His father was a big history buff
and had him lisren to King's 1963
"I have a dream" speech in Washington, D.C., which made Wise realize
the influence King had on his life.
Wise said because of King's
accomplishments, Wise is able to be
in college right now.
"It makes me want to achieve
more, work harder so that the next
generation can have the same liberties and freedoms that I have, and
that they learn not just about what
Martin Luther King did, but maybe
I could do something to change the
world like he did," Wise said.
Charrell C. Barksdale, a junior
pre-medicine major and president
of BSU, has family in the South
who taught her about King. She
said her family made her realize
how privileged she was. As she got
older she realized how much King
did for people.
"I'm old enough to realize I had
it real easy in comparison to the
way my parents had it or my grandparents had it," Barksdale said.
One example of that is her ability to go to Eastern. She said probably 50 years ago, this opportunity
would not have been available.
"I don't have to deal with any
major racial problems," Barksdale
said. "No one's kicking me out of
my room or out of the cafeteria just
because of the color of my skin."

An unfulfilled dream
When asked if King's dream has
been fulfilled, Loudon replied with

"I think the legacy of King is the admonishment to all Americans that this
is hour-to-hour, day-to-day, week-to-week, month-to-month, year-to-year
work. You don't take a vacation from trying to be a better human being:'
a firm "No."
"I think you have to be dead to
believe that," Loudon said.
Loudon said there have been
several incidents, such as the Jena 6
controversy in Louisiana, that show
racial injustice is still alive today.
"I think the legacy of King is
the admonishment to all Americans that this is hour-to-hour, dayto-day, week-to-week, month-tomonth, year-to-year work," Loudon said. "You don't take a vacation
from trying to be a better human
being. You do it while you study.
You do it while you work. You do it
while you play."
To make King's dream realized,
Loudon said people need to first
educate themselves.
Many sn1dents have only heard
King's "I have a dream" speech,
Loudon said.
King discussed more than people
realize, including American materialism, racism and unfair treatment
of women, he added.
Loudon said people need to read
further, listen to more of King's sermons on tape and try to grapple
with the legacy of African-American struggles for liberation.
Then students should make the
connection between what they read
and their personal life, he said.
"I think one of the things we
have to be willing to do is hold
ourselves and others accountable,"
Loudon said.
He said many times the toughest
choices are the everyday choices.
"1hat's a remark by a friend that
you say nothing about," Loudon
said. "111at's a remark by a co-worker that you say nothing about."

He said silence plays just as big a
part in white supremacy as burning
a cross in a yard.

Inequality still prevalent
Kevin Anderson, assistant professor of political science, was just one
year old at the time of King's assassination, but he wonders how much
things have changed since that day
in 1968.
"How close are we to achieving
what Dr. King was fighting for? "
Anderson said.
He said this is beyond the question of race because King spoke on
other issues, such as war and poverty.
"If Dr. King doesn't teach us
anything else, what he should teach
us is democracy requires us to pay
attention and to act," Anderson
said.
He said this can be as simple as
voting, but is also more. He said if
someone sees an injustice, that person should step forward and say, "I
can't allow that."
Anderson also believes King's
dream has not been realized. He
said if the "I have a dream" speech
is looked at in its entirety, King was
not talking exclusively about race
relations.
Anderson said, to him, King's
dream is inclusive of full citizenship.
1he Civil Rights Act of 1964
ended formal segregation and the
Voting Rights Act of 1965 ended
voting restrictions against minorities, but Anderson said simply taking away the barriers does not imply
full equality and full citizenship.
He said the achievement of the

SCOTT SMITH I CHARLESTON CITY MANAGER ON NEW POLICE CHIEF JENKINS

FROM PAGE 1
He added that the people in the
department feel ownership was given back.
"It gives everyone else the confidence that they can earn this position if they work hard," he said.
"New patrolmen can look in and
say, 1 can do that some day."'
Being a lifetime resident of Charleston is a plus for a police chie£
"Mark has something invested in
the community," said Officer David
Dunning.

MICHAEL LOUDON IACTING COORDINATOR FOR AFRICAN-AMERICAN STUDIES

"Improved communications is one of the primary reasons that I appointed
Mark ... Mark has done an outstanding job of opening the lines of
communication in many ways, and not just here at City Hall:'
Jenkins is known throughout the
community, which helps with the
public.
"It also restores confidence in
the community," Hanks said. "One
of the complaints from the past was
(the community) didn't know Paul
Welch."

One of the benefits of making
d1e position permanent is it will
improve communication within the
department.
"I think, in general, he has
restored continuity in communication lines," Hanks said. "People
have been able to express themselves

down to the newest patrolman."
This improvement in communication spreads beyond the department.
"It opens our ability to have a
good Bow of communication with
City Hall," H anks said. "Mark is
certainly passionate for the position

THE FAMOUS SPEECH
·Given as part ofThe March
on Washington for Jobs and
Freedom, on August 28, 1963.
• More than 200,000 people
attended the march.
• The "I have a dream" portion
was not part of King's prepared
seven-minute speech. He adJibbed an extra 12 minutes into
his speech when gospel singer
Mahalia Jackson said "Tell them
about the dream, Martin!" She
had heard him speak about it at
earlier rallies.
Source: www.crmvet.org

dream is when the disparities in
society no longer have the same
influence.
But Anderson doesn't want to
minimize the progress made.
"If things hadn't gotten any better from April 4, 1968, to today,
I'm not sure that I'm sitting here,"
Anderson said.
Even so, too much exists that
has to be fixed, he said. Anderson
listed health care, the inequality of
pay between men and women and
the incarceration rate between black
and white males as examples.
He said if people are willing to
do what it takes, these things could
be achieved.
"We're striving to get there,"
Anderson said. "(Today) will cause
you to really - at least for me - to
think back on that terrible moment
when he's taken away, and on what's
left to do."
Emily Zulzcan bereachedat581-7942
or at eazu/Z@eiu.edu.

and will not only do the best for
City Hall, but for the department."
City Manager Scott Smith said
communication is only one of d1e
key components ro being a successful manager and leader.
"H owever, I can tell you
improved communications is one of
the primary reasons that I appointed
Mark on Tuesday evening," Smith
said. "Mark has done an outstanding
job of opening the lines of communication in many ways, and not just
here at City Hall."
Matt Hopf can be reached at 581 7945 or at mthop(@eiu.edu.

University Union Bowling Lanes
Spring and Fall
2008
4 Bed Apt.
2 Full Bath
Fully Furnished

COSMIC BOWLING
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COMMUNITY I FOOD FO R THO UGHT

Home-style meals from an Angel
Nationally sponsored
program provides
low-priced food for all
economic groups
By Jordan Crook
Senior City Reporter
Several chuxches in Coles County
have implemented a food program
that provides area residents with several weeks' worth of food for $30.
The program, called the Angel
Food Network, allows people to
order a basket fi.tll of name-brand
food, estimated to last a family of
four for a week, for a largely discotmted price. Some of the food provided is cooked meatloaf, meatballs
and lasagna, with sides such as carrots, potatoes and oranges.
Specialty baskets, including babyback ribs, steaks and chicken, can
also be purchased after a person has
bought at least one of the regular
baskets. 1l1e last day to place orders
for April at the H eartland Family Worship Center in Charleston is
noon on Monday. Food will be distributed April 19.
Kelly Cobb, a volunteer with the
program, said people who purchase
baskets of food from the program
wottld pay more than double that
price at Wai-Mart.
She said the programs' sponsor, Angel Food Ministries, buys the
food in bulk and ships it to Effingham from Monroe, Ga.
Angel Food Ministries sponsors
similar Angel Food Network pro-

ANGEL FOOD
NETWORK SITES IN
COLES COUNTY
Heartland Family Worship
Center
738 18th St., Charleston
348-5683
Liberty Christian Family Church
1101 Prairie Ave., Mattoon
235-1889
Enon Baptist Church
23262 ECounty Road
880N Ashmore
349-8873
grams throughout the country.
Cobb said the majority of the
money collected from the program
goes toward paying for food transportation and storage. 1lte churches
keep a dollar from each basket sold
to pay for their own programs.
Though Angel Food Network
provides discount food, the program
is not just for low-income families.
Cobb said that is a prevailing misconception about dte Angel Food
Network.
"Anyone can take advantage of
it," she said.
Cobb said the program is designed
for all f.unilies regardless of economic status.
Jamie Katz, secretary for the
Heartland Family Worship Center, said many of the more affluent
members of the chuxch often participants in me program.
"It's a good deal for anyone who
wants to do it," she said.

JOHN BAILEY ITHE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
Ina Lee, of Mattoon, explains the Angel Food Network program with enthusiasm Thursday morning at the
Liberty Christian Family Church in Mattoon, one of three Angel Food Network sites in Coles County.

The program usually averages around 50 people each month,
though she believes cltis number will
increase soon, she said.
Katz said more customers will
probably start coming to the center for their food after the Liberty Christian Family Church in Mattoon stops oftering the program after
this month.
She said the program not only
draws in members of the Charleston and Mattoon communities, but

some students from Eastern have
also taken advantage of cl1e discounted food. Katz said the low cost and
the variety of easily prepared food fits
the needs of college smdents who are
on a budget and do not have time to
cook elaborate meals.
She said the worship center began
the program last year after one of
its assistant pastors, who had previously been associated with the program, suggested getting more people
involved.

Katz said the program was a good
addition to the center since it currently is not a part of any other foodsharing programs. She said the program has benefited the community,
and it has been happy to be able to
present it to Charleston residents.
"It's a good program," Katz said.
"We've touched a lot of people with
it."
Jordan Crook can be reached at 581 7495 or atjscrook@eiu.edu.

LOCAL I HELPING THE HUNGRY

Area food pantries in dire need of donations
As economy is
declining, so too are
pantries' supplies
By Michael Schwader
City Reporter
Donations for the Salvation Food
Pantry in Mattoon and the Charleston Food Pantry are dwindling.
Tricia Coffey, office manager and
caseworker for the Salvation Army
of Coles and Cumberland Counties,
said cl1e pantry will take any donations it can get.
"We could use any help the university can offer," she said. "Our

$\0

-

food pantry is dangerously low right
now, and our next major food drive
isn't until May 11."
Coffey said the economy may be
to blante.
''I'm not sure if the rest of the
pantries are having the same problem," Coffey said. "We are attributing it to cl1e declining economy due
to gas, utility and food prices. We
are seeing a lot of new faces come in
for assistance that we have never seen
before."
Eastern has helped the pantry
in the past, including last semester,
when Corryn Moorman, a psychology major, helped put together a food
drive for the pantry with the help

£\U

FACT BOX
The Salvation Food Pantry in
Mattoon is located at 1300 Richmond Ave. It is open from 1:30-4
p.m. and can be reached at 2343915.
The Charleston Food Pantry is
located at 411 Jackson Ave.lt is
open from 1:30-4 p.m. and can be
reached at 345-2823.
of the Residence Hall Association.
"As the community service chair
for RHA, I wanted to have a drive
before the Thanksgiving break," she
said. "1 proposed the idea to RHA

Student Speda\

during a meeting - telling dtem to
place a box in their lobbies and then
bring it to the RHA meeting before
the Thanksgiving break."
Moorman said dte hall that donated dte most food items received a
trophy. Several halls participated in
the collection for the Mattoon pantry.
To send a monetary donation to
be used for food, Coffey said people can simply write "food pantry" in
the memo portion of a check or send
a letter along with a cash donation.
Lynn Collins, director manager
of the Charleston Food Pantry, said
the pantry is having similar problems keeping its shelves stocked and

is looking for anybody who is willing
to donate.
"N o one is turned away," she said.
"I understand that college students
don't have too much money in their
pockets, but all those dimes and
quarters really add up. We can buy
a box of cereal that you buy in the
store for $3 for only a quarter."
1lte pantry is accepting items
such as sugar, flower, toilet paper,
soaps and detergents, canned and
frozen meats, peanut butter and
other canned goods, and all money
donations will go toward food.
Michael Schwader can be reached at
581 -7942 or at mwschwader@eiu.edu.

PROPERTIES

Let's Kick Butt
on Saturday
April 5!
(10am-1 pm)
For more information:
Call: 581-7786
Visit:www.eiu.edu/ -health

Health Service
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c ose to campus (behind McHugh's)
owner managed
quality focused

217-493-7559
www.myeiuhome.com

CAMPUS I STUDENT GOVERNMENT

Capparelli only one on his party's ticket
Candidate thinks
students' needs aren't
being listened to
By Rick Kambic
Student Government Reporter
Dominic Capparelli is the only
person running from the Campus Action Parry in April's Student
Government election.
''I'm running a solo ticket, but
I don't think you can judge an election by less than 10 percent of the
school's population," Capparelli
said. "There'd be no hard feelings if
I lost. I'd apply for appointment to
the senate and then back whatever
administration gets in."
Capparelli initially decided to
run for Student Body President
after receiving encouragement from
a member of the Student Senate.
Capparelli said he has already

>> Dudolski
FROM PAGE 1

gathered 10 or 15 people who will
partner up in small groups outside
every university building on voting
days to direct students to the polling location. He plans to have double the amount of participants by
then.
Capparelli's campaign manager, Scott Lambert, is constantly searching Facebook networks to
identify Chicago natives to contact,
Capparelli said.
The main concentration of voters to seek out will be Chicago students he relates to, he added.
Aside from establishing his own
voting base, Capparelli said he
wants to make himself available to
organizations that already interact
with Student Government.
"I will take a trick or two from
the University Board," Capparelli
said. "I went to their 'Up All Nite:
Las Vegas' event, and there was
not a seat in the house. 1l1ey real-

ly know how to interact with students."
He said he already has a strong
connection with Mike Usher,
the comedy coordinator for UB,
and building a strong connection
between the organizations will
be atop his goals. Increasing student attendance and participation
at senate meetings will also be an
immediate goal of Capparelli's if he
is elected.
Providing an additional hour
of shuttle bus service will be Capparelli's main objective because he
said he feels d1at student crime is
largely related to alcohol consumption. He said ending bus services at
the same time dtat bars close creates dangerous situations in which
students may be forced to drive or
walk across campus.
"'Business as usual' needs to
end," Capparelli said. "I think the
same projects keep coming past and

information," Nadler said. "H e is very
willing to share that and provide mat
and he wants mere to be a smoodl
..
transJtJon.
Dudolski said he is fully confident
the student members of Greek Life
will continue to contribute to Eastern.
'1t is a very vibrant community in
which fraternity and sorority members are malting significant contributions to me muversity and Charleston," he said. "I am extremely proud
of me work of Eastern's Greek communi(}) and I am fully confident mat
the work of d1e Greek community will
remain strong."
Dudolski was living in Greek
Court before being reassigned. Currently, he is not living in Greek Court.
"Bob was living in Greek Court as
part of his specific job responsibilities
and when he was reassigned to other
responsibilities, it didn't make sense
for him to stay in dte apartment,"
Nadler said.
Dudolski was also teaching a 3000level leadership course before being
reassigned. Robyn Paige, special assistant to Nadler, will teach the course
for d1e remainder of the semester.
Teaching me course was part of
Dudolski's responsibility as director of
Greek Life.

more, he's not teaching the course,"
Nadler said.
A search is not planned to fill the
director of Greek Life position.
"It's too early to tell at this point,"
Nadler said. '1 don't know to be honest wid1 you."
Paige is currently overseeing the
programnung side of Greek life,
mea1ling the fraternities and sororities. Kelly Miller, associate director of
H ousing and Dining Services, is coordinating d1e Greek Court aspect of
Greek Life, Nadler said.
Currently, the Greek Life staff is
focusing on Greek Week, whidt starts
today; the Greek Life End of dte Year
Awards Banquet and the end-of-theyear transition when students move
out of Greek Court, Nadler said.
Nadler said removing Dudolski 16
days before me start of Greek Week
never factored into the decision.
Nadler said he and Mark Hudson, director of Housing and Dining
Services, are helping fill any roles that
may be left by Dudolski's departure,
but Nadler was confident in the team
that was in place to run Greek Life.
"11tings are in good hands with
Robyn and Kelly," he said.

))

Dudolski said he would not comment fi.t.r ther on the reason for his
reassignment.
"I have made it a practice not to
respond or contribute to rumors," he
said. "I am extremely gratefi.tl for the
experience I have gained at Eastern
and me wonderful relationships mat I
have made over the years."
Dudolski wrote a letter last week to
all Interfraternity, Lambda Alpha Delta, National Pan-Hellenic and Panhellenic Council members and chapter
presidents. Dudolski asked Nadler to
distribute the letter while he was away
from campus, traveling.
In the letter, Dudolski thanked
the members of the Greek community and alumni members who have
continued to support him and urged
Greek Life members to "finish me
year strong."
Dudolski said planning for me
fi.tture of Greek Life is lmder way. Programming plans and information for
the fall semester had been provided,
and he was willing to offer support
wim the transition when needed.
"Bob's been here for 10 years; he
and a lot of the
has a lot of the

NIM'S ISLAND CPGl 4 10 6 30 9 00 SAT SUN
MAT 1 40
lEATHERHEADS CPG 13) 4 40 7 20 10 00
SATSUNMAT 11 5
THE RUINS CRl 5 15 7 30 9 45 SAT SUN
MAT250
TYLER PERRY'S MEET THE BROWNS CPG 13)
350 6 40 9 20 SAT SUN MAT 1 30
21 CPG 13) 400 6 50 9 40 SAT SUN MAT 1 00
SUPERHERO MOVIE (PG 13) 530 8 00 10 10
SAT SUN MAT 2 40
DRILlBITTAYlOR <PG 13> 4 20 710 930
SAT SUN MAT 1 50
SHUTTER CPG 13> 5 00 7 40 9 50 SAT SUN
MAT2 15
DR. SEUSS' HORTON HEARS A WHO (Gl

4 50 700 9 10 SAT SUN MAT2 30
10,000 B.C. CPG 13) 4 30 7 50 SAT SUN MAT
200
BUY TICKETS ONLINE AT FANOANGO.COM

that there needs to be more contact
between students and the Student
Government."
Capparelli liked Student Body
President Cole Rogers' Winter
Wonderland idea and didn't think
there was any infraction on UB
responsibilities. However, Capparelli said Rogers' and Levi Bulgar's
continued pursuit to increase the
diversity requirement is misrepresenting the students because the
senate voted against the idea.
"The students are not being listened to, in my opinion," Capparelli said. "There's no real candidate
who's in touch with the students.
They all have their parties that they
campaign with, but they all vote
for each other."
Capparelli said Bulgar, Student
Body President candidate for the
Student United Party, and Bobbie
Mitchell, Student Body President
candidate for the Students Want-

ing Action Today party; wiJI clash
because of their Greek afliliations
and therefore split the Greek voter turnout.
Bur Capparelli has experience in
more man campus politics, he said.
Capparelli
is
one
month
removed from helping his uncle,
Jim Capparelli, run for the U.S.
Congress during the February Primaries.
" Dominic was a great organizer in terms of getting out there
and gathering the concerns of the
younger constituents of the 3rd
Congressional District," Jim Capparelli said. "(Politics) is something
that's not easily done, and it's more
difficult to do what you think is
right. I think it was a hard lesson
for Dominic to learn, but politics
is not always fair."

Rick Kambic can be reached at
58 7-7942 or at rwka m bic@eiu.edu.

To all Interfraternity, Lamtxla Alpha Delta, National Pan-Hellenic ana Panhellertlc CounCil
members and Chapter Presidents:
~ i$ with much emotion thell prepare to leave Eastern Illinois University in the coming weeks. 1
am aware that all of this seems quile sudden, but it i$ not without purpo:se. The ti'ne that I have
spent here at EIU is filled with many great memories and positive relationships. 1wantto thank
all of you for " ing ouch a largo part of thoso experience$.

This transitio n will allow me the opportunity to attend to $Orne personal i""ues with my family ~
well as the time to prepare for m y future eareer opportun~y. You have an incredibly t;>lented,
~nowledgeable and dedicated Greek life and Gree~ Court staff that v.ill be able to support the
community in the final weeks of the semester. Plaming for the future is we" under way and the
programming plans and information for the fall semester have been provided and I will offer
support lo help with that trans~ion when needed.

I am confident that the future structure o1the Greek life staff and the GreeK Court staff that is to
be developed will be supported by a dynamic team created within the Division of Student Affairs.
The University has always had a strong commitment to Greek Life and the opportunities for the
future will remain within that strong commitment t fully believe -that the University will find a truly
talented Greek A<lvlsor to continue supporting your committe<l hard work and outstanding
leadership to the University.
I want to thank the overwhelrring number of you ami alumni members who have continued 10
support me and share your friendship with me now and always. That support will be included
in the memories that I take with me ftom m y time at EIU.

Greek Life has always been strong at EIU before I came to the University and it will continue to
be strong for many more years to come. The suoce~s and recognition received for the
outstanding wor1c of the Greek eommunily has and alway& will remain in tile hands of t~e
undergraduate fraternity and sorority members. I have been ble ssed to be able to play a
supporting role in tllat success alorQ side many other great advisors. But. alwa.ys remember that
I is your commitment to positive forward movement and positive change that is the driving force
of our community's success. I thank you for that ccmmitment and I look forward to seeing your
continued success as a strong and vibrant Greek community.
The end of this semester is offering a great opportiSiity to finish the year strong and I know that
you will with a great Greek Week celebration. I am certain that you will conijnue to show your
dedication to belng outstanding fraternity and sorority leaders and show thai you are proud to
attend I'IU. Tl1anl<.you all tor providing mewtth so many great memories from my time at Ea,stem
Illinois University.
Sincerely,
!lob Oudolski

A copy of the letter Bob Dudolski, former director of Greek Life, wrote
last week about why he is leaving Eastern. ln the letter he never says the
exact reason he is leaving. Dudolski is resigning Aprilll as an employee
at Eastern after serving in his current position for the last 10 years.
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loving Couple Dreaming to Adopt
Newborn: We w ill cherish your
baby always, a lifetime of love
and warmth . Shawn and Tom. To

included. Very close to campus,
Park Place. Call Mark at (217)
821-7672
_______________3/14

learn more about us, please call
(866)232-0354 LCFS license II

male roommate needed.
4 bedroom 2.5 bath 3 level
townhouse at Panther Heights.

't'

torrent

't'
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apt? Try this 2BR priced for one
@$425/rno. INTERNET, CABLE,

630-709-5619

AVAILABLE.
3
BEDROOM,
2 BATH APT AT 2403 8TH.
FURNISHED, All INCLUSIVE
PRICES!!
ELECTRIC,
HEAT,
WATER, CAB LE, INTERNET &
TRASH. CALL 345-6210 OR
VIEW AT EIPROPS.COM
_______________4/11

ADOPTION- A BRAVE CHOICE

_______________ 414

3

: loving & Financially Secure
couple w/ stay at home mom
looking to adopt. All approved
expenses paid. Please contact
us at 866-288-3345. LCFS lie II
012998

Sweet 2 bedroom updated, well
kept house. Front deck, back
deck, WID, AC. 1 DOG OK.
$325/room. 520-6738.

235 -5546
_______________ 4n5

012998
________________ 4n

________________ 4~

r:

lost& found

W hite/yellow gold bracelet lost 326-08. Union vicinity. Call 3436314.

________________ 4/4

UJIIBI
HELP WANTED AT EASTSIDE
PACKAGE; Must be here this
20-25
hours/week.
summer.

Apply within, weekdays 9-5.

________________ 4/4
The Mattoon Country Club is now
taking applications for a variety of
positions. Apply in person at the
club house Tuesday-Fiday, 11 am5pm (no phone calls please).
_______________ 4M
If you need money and have
competent website development
ski lls, call 508-8006. Short-term
assignment.

_______________ 414
lifeguards: Mattoon Golf and
CountryCIub is taking appl ications
for summer lifeguard positions.
Must be 16 years of age and
hold all required certifications.
To apply, bring photocopies of
certifications to MGCC at 6700
N . Country Club Road, Mattoon,
Tues-Fri 11 a.m. - 5 p.m.
_______________4/1 0

_______________ 414
Fall '08-' 09: 1, 2, 3 BR apts.
1 b lock from EIU. Partially
furnished. $250. 1st month rent
free! Ph. 345-7766, 346-3161

_______________ 414
1,2,5 Bedroom apartments Nice
locations june and August 08 3452982 www EIU RentaiProperties.
com

_______________ 414
2 bedroom apt. 1 1n bath, washer
and dryer, close to campus. $325
each. Gas, water, trash removal
included. Cal l 217-345 -9422.

_______________ 414
Now l easing for Fal l 2008- Quiet,
Beautiful and Spacious 1 and
2 BR Unfurnished Apartments.
Avai lable on the Square over Z's
Music. Rent is $375/ 1 BR and
$4751 2 BR. No Pets- Trash and
Water Included. LOW utilitieslaundry on Premises. New
Appliances. Call 345-2616

_______________ 414
3 BR NICE HOUSE: Newly
remodeled, WID, dishwasher,
central air, garage. l ow utilities,
lawn service included. No pets.
549-3333

_______________ 414
2 BR HOUSE: WID, garage, lawn
service included. low utilities.

_______________ 414
BEST VALUE! Close to campus
upstairs furn ished 2 BR. 10
month. $250 each. 348-0288

_______________ 414

For Rent CLOSE TO CAMPUS for
4 or 5. WID E.A Trash furnished
Phone 649-0651

_______________ 417

2084
_______________4/11

location! Summer/Fall, WID, No
pets. 21 7-508-4343
_______________4/11

sublessors
looking to sublet my room in a
fu lly furnished 2 bedroom 1 bath
apartment. $270/mo includes
DSL, water and trash. Available
now through A ugust 1st. Call
847-209-3353.
_______________4/1 0

't'
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large 1 bedroom, furnished,
$450 a month. Trash and parking

No pets. $300/person/month.
345-5037
_______________4/14
FALL '08: 4 Bedroom House.
Trash and lawn service included.
No pets. $300/person/month.
345-5037
_______________4/14
NEWER 3 BEDROOM LUXURY
APARTMENTS! at 1515 Third
Street, 1/ 2 block off campus,
behind Arbys. In unit wid,
stainless appl, 3 parking spots,
$395/person. Call Brian 7783321.
_______________4/15
HUGE 6 BEDROOM HOUSE
FOR RENT! 4 private bedrooms
available. 3 full baths. Free
washer and dryer. Free wireless
internet and off street parking.
RENT REBATE available. Call

available. Ask about rent/deposit
special. Bring a friend to rent
with and get a $7 5 rent rebate.
Call NOW 217-496-3084. leave
message.
_______________4/16

of 11th and Garfield. 4 BR, 2
BA. Sunroom, big yard, newly
remodeled. Fall 08-09. 815-531-

$235 plus utilities. Call Kelly
(217) 343-8468
_______________4/30

FALL '08: 2 Bedroom House.
Trash and lawn service included.

4 BEDROOM 2 BATH Great
location! Great Price! 345-6100.

_______________ 417

Home close to campus. Fall
'08/'09. Summer also available.

www.jbapartments.com
_______________ 4/14

6 BEDROOM HOUSE 4 rooms

NICE 2 BEDROOM APT. ON
SQUARE. AVAILABLE JUNE 1.
CA, CARPETED, DISHWASHER.
$450/MONTH. TRASH AND
WATER INCLUDED. 345-4010

3 Roommates wanted for 1919
9th St. to room with 1 male.

3 & 4 Bedroom 2 Bath Apts.
Furnished or Unfurnished. Rent
starts at $275/ rno. 345-6100

No pets. 549-3333

!Bar-tending! Up to $250/day. No
experience necessary, training
provided. 1-800-965-6520, ext.
239.
________________ 5n

roommates

BEST BARGAIN ON CAMPUS:

_______________ 414

www.jbapartments.com

~ ~

YOUR LEASE BY 4/30 AN D
RECEIVE $100 O FF. CALL TOM
AT 708-772-3711 OR KATHY AT
217-254-1311.
_______________4/14

217-496-3084. leave message.
_______________4/16

Now accepting applications at
Buffalo W ild Wings, Mattoon.
Hi ring
servers,
bartenders,
cashiers, and cooks. Apply in
person.
_______________4/18

Male roommate needed. Comer

BEDROOM
HOUSES
AVAILAB LE FOR SUMMER AND
08-09 SCHOOL YEAR. SIGN

NEWLY AVAILABLE! Student
rental house on 12th St. Great

4 bedroom house. Trash and
lawn service included. No pets.
$300/person/month . 345-5037
_______________4/11
2 bedroom house. Trash and
lawn service included. No pets.
$300/person/month . 345-5037
_______________4/11
4 bedroom house for 08-09 school
year. 2 blocks from campus. WI
D Call821-1970.
_______________4/11
10 OR 12 MONTH LEASES
AVAILABLE.
3
BEDROOM,
2 BATH APT AT 2403 8TH,
FURNISHED, WATER, INTERNET
& TRASH INCLUDED!! CALL

NICE 2 BEDROOM APT. ON
SQUARE. AVAILABLE JUNE 1.
CA, CARPETED, DISHWASHER.
$450/MONTH. TRASH AND
WATER INCLUDED. 345-4010
_______________·4/16
'08-' 09 school year: 3 BR house
3 blocks from campus. CA, W/D.
$300/person. 348-0394
_______________·4/18
Reasonable Rent!- 1,2, & 3
bedrooms, W/D. 1 Bedroom
above Mothers on the square.
345-3919. Inquire about pets.
_______________ 4118
Ugly, but good: 3 BR HOUSE for
3-4, WID, 1 b lock to EIU, across
from A)'s and Panther Paw.
$825/12 MO. 345-4489, Wood
Rentals; jim Wood, Realtor.
_______________4/18
2&3 BR houses 1 block to Lantz/
O'brien. Washer/dryer, A/C. 3454489, Wood Rentals; j im Wood,
Realtor.
_______________·4/18
2BR money-savers @ $275 -300/
person. CABLE & INTERNET
INCL. Don't miss it. 345 -4489,
Wood Rentals; jim Wood,
Realtor.
_______________4/18

WATER INCL. 345 -4489, Wood
Rentals; jim Wood, Realtor.
_______________ 4/18
FALL 2008: 3 BR, 2 BA House
close to campus, 1518 2nd St.
$1150/month. Call 259-4449 or

NICE 3 BEDROOM, 2 BATH
APT ON 8TH FURNISHED,
WATER, INTERNET & TRASH
INCLUDED!! CALL 259-7463
_______________ 4n5
GREAT LOCATION N ICE TWO
BEDROOM
APARTMENT.
WATER AND TRASH PAID. 217348-0209 OR 217-549-5624
_______________ 00
2008 FALL SCHOOL YEAR.
NEAR OLD MAIN. NICE,
COMFORTABLE 4 BEDROOM
HOUSE. PARKING. 348-8406
Roommate needed for Fall 2008
to share 6 bed house with 5 girls.
I Block North of Old Main on
6th Street. www.ppwrentals.com
348-8249
_______________ 00
House for rent Fall '08. 5 BD
house, 1 In bath, West of square,
WID, AC, off street parking, no
pets. 217-345 -9665.
_______________ 00
l arge 3,4 bedroom apartments,
1 studio; both in same house. 2
b locks off campus. 7th street. Call
217-728-8709
_______________ 00
Available june 1, 1 Br Apt. Water
and Trash included, off St. parking
3 blocks from campus$ 390/mo.
Buchanan Street Apartments.
345 -1 266
_______________ 00
Fall 08/09: 1430 W 9th St.
upstairs 4 BD, 1 1 bath off street
parking, no pets. 348-8305
_______________ 00

n

1430 9th St. 4 BD. downstairs
1 1n baths central air, off street
parking no pets, 348-8305
_______________ 00

'08. Pe1fect for serious students,
professionals, or couples. Super
efficient. WID in each unit.
wvwt.
M ust see!!! 348-8249

2 BedroomApartments-3 Different
locations: 617 W . Grant, 1017
Woodlawn, 1520 C St.-Close to
campus. WID, central air, some
with dishwashers, large closets,
lots of remodeling, no pets. june
1st & Aug. 1st leases. 348-3075.
_______________ 00
2 Bedroom House-june 1st. WI
D, quiet neighborhood, no pets.
$225/bedroom. 348-3075.
_______________ 00
3 BEDROOM APARTMENT,
CLOSE TO CAMPUS, $250 PER
PERSON. ALSO 2 BEDROOM
APARTMENT.
10
MONTH
LEASE. 345-5048.
_______________ 00
l ynn-Ro Apts. 12th and Arthur.
1, 2 and 3 bedroom apts. Most
newly remodeled. Washer and

't

torrent

dryer. Some avai lable May. 217345-0936
________________ 00
YOU'VE SEEN THE REST, NOW
TRY THE BEST!!!! Campus
Pointe Apartments offers 2 and 3
bedrooms w ith individual leases
AND roommate matching. Our
rent includes CABLE, HI-SPEED
INTERNET, PHONE, WATER,
SEWER, AND TRASH. Plus, we
give you $60-$75 toward your
monthly electric bill!!! ... AND
THAT'S NOT A ll! We have a
24-hour clubhouse that offers a
tanning bed, fitness center, game
room, and computer lab w ith
unlimited printing. CALL 345 6001 or visit www.apartmentseiu.
com today!
_______________ 00
3 bedroom apt. for lease. 1 1n
block from campus. Available
Aug. No pets. $325 per person.
345-7286 www.jwilliarnsrentals.
com
00

Poteete P roperty Rentals

Welcome Back
EIU Srudents!!!
You're Invited ...To become our resident!!!
We have what you are looking for.
One through Seven bedroom
homes and apartments.

www.poteeterentals.com
Or Call217-346-6088

Just Available & Remodeled

Read about our great
specials in the DEN every
weekday
Call581.2816
to place an ad!

Close to Campus
5 Bedroom, 2 Bath House
w/d, AC, dishwasher, patio
1836 South nth Street
$350 each

,

Cal1345-3273

...

~

What do you really want?
Price?- Probably the lowest available- ask us
Cable & Internet? - Included in the rent
Privacy & Quiet?- Great apartments for 1 or 2

1512 A Street. P.O. Box 377
Charleston, IL 61920
217-345--4489 Fax: 345-4472

ppwrentals.com
_______________ 00
Fall 08/09 1402 9th St. 3 bd.
upstairs apt. central air off street
parking, no pets. 348-8305
_______________ 00
Fall 08/091402 9th St. 4 bedroom
downstairs apt. w/ basement
washer + dryer, central air, off
street parking, no pets. 348-8305
_______________ 00
1426 9th 3 bd. central air deck,
off street parking no pets. 3488305
_______________ 00

7 EXCELLLENT LOCATIONS ....so CLOSE TO CAMPVS
REDUCED PRICES .... .. (Rotos 'ltlot won't brook 1t1o bonk)
3 Bedroom Apartments ... FULLY FURNISHED
Look;'9 t.. ......,.,.,,,.,, ""'"·..Roommo11o

I

match

www .unique-properties .net 345-5022

1 Bd. apt. avail. trash, water,
electricity, DSL, cable, Free
parking, laundry on site. 2356598. or 273-2048
_______________ 00
VI LLAGE RENTA LS: 2008-2009
Two BR apt. w ith large living room
& fireplace, water included and
1n of electricity. Pets welcome
w/ pet dep. (217) 345-2516 for
more information and appt.
_______________ 00

345-6210 OR VIEW AT EIPROPS.
COM
_______________4/11

Nice 3 bedroom house. CA, WI
D, bar, off-street parking. Call
217-202-4456
_______________ 00

10 OR

1 person looking for a roomy

A landlord looking for 3 students

LEASES

torrent

NEW LUXURY ONE BEDROOM
APARTMENTS FOR AUGUST

BEST 1-person apts. Affordable.
Grads, undergrads, staff. 3454489, Wood Rentals; j im Wood,
Realtor.
_______________4/18

12 MONTH

't

(preferably
girls)
who
are
looking for a spacious fum ished
3 bedroom apartment for next
school year. 10 month lease $175
I student. Call 345 -3664
_______________ 00

KNOCK KNOCK. W ho's therel

OlD£/fJfJN£ IYIANAG£/Yilf{

U~ ~~~o!I'M ~~00@ l©~ffi i ~~!~!
I

345-6533
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2 Bedroom apartments for Fall '08. Trash,
off-street parking, wireless. 345 -7286.
www.jwil liamsrentals.com
----------------00
1 Bedroom apartments-Available August$395/525 per month. Off-street parking,
wireless, trash incl uded. No pets. 3457286. www.jwilliamsrentals.com
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -00
BRIH ANY RI DGE TOWNHOUSES
08/09 school year. 3 bedroom 2.5 bath,
WID, Dishwasher, Central AC. Located
within walking distance of EIU. Free
parking & trash. $750 month. Call 217508-8035
----------------00
4 bedroom house for Fall 2008. Fi rst
Street, range, refrigerator, washer/dryer.
No pets! Call 345-7286 or go to www.
jwill iamsrentals.com
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -00
BRIHANY RIDGE TOWN HOUSES for
3-5 persons. Unbeatable floor plan, 3
& 4 BR, deck, central air, washer, dryer,
dishwasher, 2 1/2 Baths. DSL ready.
Trash and parking included, low utility
bills, local responsive landlord. From
$200/person. july 2008, lease length
negotiable. 217-246-3083
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -00
FOR '08/'09: 1 BEDROOM APARTMENT
AND EFFICIENCIES AT 959 6TH ST.
GREAT LOCATION, NO PETS. 3453951.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -00
LOOKING FORA BARGAIN? BRITIANY
RIDGE TOWNHOUSES 3-4 bedroom.
$275 p/p refrigerator, stove, water, trash,
central air. 234-7368
----------------00
TROUBLED BY ALLERGIES?... ALL
CERAMIC TILE UNITS AVAILABLE.
CHECK US OUT AT WWW.EIPROPS.
COM OR CALL 345-6210 FOR
SHOWING.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -00
Private BR in nice 8 BR home. 1 Block
from EIU campus. Furn./Unfurn. Male
Roommates. $425/mo. plus util. (217)251 -1593.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -00
BRIHANY RIDGE TOWN HOMES FOR
RENT. 3 OR 4 BR, 2 1/2 BATHS, TRASH
AND PARKING INCLUDED, FOR $275/
EACH. 348-5427
----------------00
OLD TOWNE APARTMENTS: 1, 2, &,
3 BEDROOMS. CLOSE TO CAMPUS. 4
LOCATIONS TO CHOOSE FROM 3456533
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -00
New Four
Bedroom Apartments.
Extremely Close to Campus. Across from
Lantz. Fully Furnished. Call Today for
Lowered Rates. Grantview Apartments.
345-3353.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -00
University Village. 4 bedroom houses
$450/per person. All utilities included.
345-1400
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -00
FALL '08-'09; 1, 2 & 3 BR. APTS. WATER
& TRASH INCLUDED. PLENTY OF OFF
STREET PARKING. BUCHANAN ST.
APTS. CALL 345 -1266.
----------------00
ROYAL HEIGHTS APTS. Showing 3
BR/1.5 Bath units for Fall 2008. Located
behind Subway. Rates also available for
Immediate/Spring leasing. 345-0936.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -00
WHEN LOCATION MATIERS, come
see PARK PLACE APTS. Showing for
Fall 2008. Rooms still available for
Immediate/Spring leasing. 715 Grant,
#1 01 or 348-1479.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -00
1, 2, 3, and 4 bedrooms. Trash and
parking included. Great location. Call
217-345 -2363.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -00
FALL '08 Q UALITY/CONVENI ENCE.
2 & 3 bedroom apartments. Washer &
Dryer included. 1-2 blocks from campus.
(217)493 -7559. www.myeiuhome.com
----------------00
Fall/Spring
08-09'.
N inth
street
apartments, 3-4 bedroom. Off street
parking, trash paid, 10 month lease.
Security deposit required. NO PETS.
348-8305
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -00
New apts. Close to campus. Furnished

f •'
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or Unfurn ished. Rent starts at $275/MO.
345 -6100 www.jbapartments.com
-----------------00
Extremely close to campus, Nice 4
Bedroom 2 bath. New Leather Furniture.
273 -2048 , 235-6598. $280 per student
-----------------00
Close to campus. 3 bedroom house avail.
2008-09. CAw/ heat pump. WID. 10-12
mo lease. $900/rno. New carpet. 5495402
-----------------00
65 NEW ONE BEDROOM APTS www.
CharlestoniLApts.com or 217-348-7746,
Charleston.
-----------------00
For Lease: Fall 08' 3,4 Bedroom
Houses,
complete
viewing
at
bradleehomeimprovements.com or 217273 -0675. Locally Owned, staff office
personnel, 24/7 maintenance, reasonable
rates
-----------------00
SEITSINGER APARTMENTS 1611 9TH
ST: Two bedroom apartment, completely
furnished. Available spring semester. For
information call 345 -7136.
-----------------00
Campus Point Apartments under new
management. Now leasing for Spring and
Fall of 08'. 2 and 3 bedroom apartments
with private bathrooms in each bedroom.
WID in every apartment. List uti lities
included. Clubhouse with fitness room,
computer lab and tanning bed. 3456001
-----------------00
3 AND 4 BEDROOM HOUSES FOR
RENT. Refrigerator, stove, WID, hookup.
Great Deals for students. 234-7368
-----------------00
NOW
RENTING
FALL
08'-09'.
Efficiencies 1,2 and 3 bedrooms all
utilities, cable and internet included.
234-7368
-----------------00
Awesome large 2 BR apt. Great rates,
great amenities, pet-friendly $100 off 1st
MO rent. 10 & 12 Mo Leases. 217-2356598 or 217-273-2048.
-----------------00
Four, Th ree Bedroom Duplex, Efficiency
Apt, BUZZARD ONE BLOCK. OA, WI
D. Five, Three Bedroom Houses, ONE
BLOCK NORTH O LD MAIN. OA, WID,
dishwasher, trash, lawn services. 3453253.
-----------------00
There is only one left at 1812 9th street.
It has 4 bedrooms and 2 bathrooms,
furnished, very nice and locally owned.
Trash and guaranteed parking lot included
with security lighting. Avai lable August
15th of 2008. Please call and leave a
message. 348-0673
-----------------00
Awesome 5 BR 2 BA renovated house.
WID, garage, yard and more. Call to see!
217-962-0137
-----------------00
Summer/Fall 2008: 2 BR apt., 2001 S.
12th St. and 1305 18th St. Stove, fridge,
microwave, trash pd, $240-$425. Call
348-7746, www.CharlestoniLApts.com
-----------------00
Summer/Fall 2008-new 1 bedroom apt,
3 blks from campus, 1306 Arthu r Ave.
Stove, refrig, microwave, dishwasher, W I
D, Trash pd. $495 call 348-7746 www.
CharlestoniLApts.com
-----------------00
Fall 2008--2 bedroom apt, 955 4th
Str. 7 blks from campus, stove, refrig,
microwave, dishwasher, Water and
Trash pd, $250-$450. call 348-7746.
www.CharlestoniLApts.com
-----------------00
Summer/Fall 2008--4 BR, 2 BA duplex,
1 blk from campus, 1520 9th Str. stove,
refrig, microwave, dishwasher, WID,
trash pd, $350 per person, call348- 7746.
vvww.CharlestoniLApts.com
-----------------00
Summer/Fall 2008-New 1 bedroom apt,
Polk!A Street, stove, refrig, microwave,
dishwasher, WID, trash pd. $495 call
348-7746. www.CharlestoniLApts.com
-----------------00
2 YEAR OLD 3 BR 2 BA DUPLEX.
EXCELLENT LOCATION. WASHER/
DRYER, DISHWASHER, DISPOSAL
THREE VANITIES INCLUDED. CALL
(217)493-7559 OR VISIT US AT WI/1/IN.

f•'
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MYEIUHOME.COM
----------------00
Yes, we have apartments for Fall. We
have clean, modern apartments, Close to
campus. Off street parking is included
so you don't need a parking permit or
a shuttle. They are locally owned and
locally maintained. Give us a call for
an appointment 345-7286 or visit our

f •'
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website: www.jwilliamsrentals.com.
-----------------00
08-09 school year 3-4 bedroom house.
3-4 blocks from campus. $275/300 per
person 348-0394
-----------------00
08-09 school year. 2 bedroom house
1 block from campus WID, porch and
yard. 10 month lease $300. 348-0394

torrent

----------------00
4 bedroom furnished house close to
campus. 10 month lease. 345-5048
----------------00
BEST BARGAIN ON CAMPUS 3 & 4
bedroom 2 bath Apts. Furnished or
Unfurnished. Rent starts at 275/mo.
345-61 00. www.jbapartments.com
----------------00

campus clips
Stop by McAfee Friday, April 4th from 3-8 p.m. for the 3rd Annual Rec Show for food, prizes, and fun. Compete
in a bags tournament and listen to live music by Friday Night Villains and Crook County Cooks.
4/4
Respect for Youth-UMADD Healthy Decisions Panel, 4-15-08, 5-6 p.m. McAfee Gym, Prior to the ?p.m. Team
Fight Brothers game, HERC staff will talk abom making responsible decisions.
4/4

PEARLS BEFORE SWINE I BY STEPHAN PASTIS
MORNING,SIR.. We
!-lAO SOME Fl f<f: IN
TI-l~ G-REE'N ZONe
'fi.IIS MDRNIN6-,
SIR .

Me have h ad better days.

GET FUZZY I BY DARBY CONLEY

No. 0222
1
11
15
16

17

18
19
20
21
22

24
26
27
28
30
32
33
34
37
38
39

40 Childish
ACROSS
comeback
Awfully accurate?
41 Some are
California wine
manicured
center
42 NATO member:
Salada nivoise
Abbr.
ingredients
45 Boulogne-sur"The company
___,France
for women"
sloganeer
46 Response
of feigned
Providers of
innocence
exceptional
service?
48 Lose successfully
Neural network
so See 19-Across
With 50-Across,
52 Parry
surmount
54 Holder of many
Tu rn out to be
tracks
Presidential
-Mints
55
middle name
(Rolaids rival)
Queen in a long- s6 Singer of
running comic
the 1967 hit
strip
"California Nights"
"What's
?"
58 Incomplete
picture?
Pal
Disconcert
59 Subject of the
2004 book
Strip alternative
"Dancing
Change from two
Revelations"
to one
60 Jarrow's river
They might
6 1 Outdoor toy that
indicate hunger
attaches to a
"Centuries"
garden hose
Where to find
pop art?
DOWN
Turns up
1 Mil. V.I.P.
Start of some
how-to titles
2 Eye component
3 Where 1-25 and
One who brings
1-70 meet
bad luck

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

PUZZLE BY MIKE NOTHNAGEL AND DAVID QUARFOOT

Poet who won a
Pulitzer for 'The
Dust Which Is
God"
s Prefix with
directional
6 Shortening in the
kitchen?
7 Level
a Kinkajou's kin:
Var.
9 1883 Maupassant
novel
10 Dine, in
Dusseldorf
11 Caper
12 Bit of krrchen
wear
13 Execute exactly
14 Over, with "or
4

23

Suffered a blow
to one's pride

25

Magazine holder
Creation of
31-Down
See 29-Down
"Underboss"
author Peter
Smythe of hockey
Cause of colonial
unrest
"You don't say!"
Hide in the
woods
It's out for a pout
Ruler of Scotland,
1567-1625
Hanks's "Apollo
13" role

29
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
39
41

42

"That's Amore"
setting

43

Scented

44

Photo flaw

47

Papa Bear of the
N.F.L.

49

Watch

s1

What some
people get
caught on

53

Home of Davy
Crockett: Abbr.

57

Title syllables in a
1961 Lee Dorsey
hit

For answers. ca 1-900-285-5656, $1.49 a m nute; or. w th a
cred t card. 1-800-814-5554.
Annua subscr pt ons are ava ab e for the best of Sunday
crosswords from the ast 50 years: 1-888-7-ACROSS.
On ne subscr pt ons: Today's puzz e and more than 2.000 past
puzz es. nyt mes.com/crosswords ($39.95 a year).
Share t ps: nyt mes.com/puzz eforum. Crosswords for young
so vers: nyt mes.com/ earn ng/xwords.
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MEN'S AND WOMEN'S
TENNIS I W EEKEND

WOMEN' S GOLF IILLINI SPRING CLASSIC

Juniors, team looking for success F;~~hmen
Panthers focus on all
aspsectsoftheirgame

•

contribute
to team

ByWillyons
Staff Reporter
The Eastern women's golf team
is looking to translate its fall success into spring success.
1he Panthers placed second
three times in the fall season. So far
this spring the team has had two
eiglnh-place finishes and one sixthplace finish.
The Panthers will take part in
the Illini Spring Classic in Urbana
today and Saturday.
Eastern head coach Mike Monee! said the Panthers are well prepared for this weekend's tournament.
Monee! said the team made
improvements in the last tournament, and he said he hopes the success will continue.
Junior Michelle Anderson said
last weekend's Southern Illinois
Invitational was good practice.
She said the team spent the past
few days at the driving range working on short-range shots in addition to the practice gained at last
weekend.
"I just want to play well," junior
Carrie Riordan said.
It may seem that Riordan has
been leading the Panthers overall,
with three first-place finishes and
one tie for first.
However, she said everyone on
the team is a great player and capable of playing equally well.
She said the dynamics within the team don't resemble a team
so much as they resemble a strong
friendship.
"We help each other out," Riordan said. "It's not just me; the team
is there too."
Junior Katie Imburgia expressed
the same sentiment.
"It's hard to explain," she said.
"We all look forward to going to
tournatnents."
Imburgia said the relationship
is more like a friendship than a
team. She said they aren't afraid to
tell each other what they see about
each other's golf game.
Monee! said he expects a great
deal out of his players, especially
from Riordan.
"She's great," Monee! said. "You
wish you had five of them like her
on the team."

>> uest
FROM PAGE 12
Rose will lead the Tigers (371) into a national semifinal Santeday against a UCLA team making its
third straight Final Four appearance.
It's the Bruins' (35-3) longest

First-year players
making a difference
early in careers
By JCCiark
Staff Reporter

jOHN BAILEY ITHE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

Juniors Carrie Riordan, Michelle Anderson and Katie Imburgia sport their reactions to hitting long putts. The
three are top on the women's golf team, which will compete at the lllini Spring Classic today and Saturday.
Riordan leads the team with an
stroke average of77.4.
However, both Imburgia and
Anderson are close behind with
string of Final Four appearances since they closed with 10 straight
trips. UCLXs 1980 Final Four was
later vacated by the NCAA because
of rules violations.
Memphis and UCLA met in the
regional finals two years ago and in
the 1973 title game, with the Bruins
winning both.

average strokes of 80.9 and 83.0,
respectively.
Eastern's success should continue as the three juniors have one

more year to improve.
Wil Lyons can be reached at 5817944 or at wtlyons@eiu.edu.

2008 MEN'S FINAL FOUR SCHEDULE- San Antonio
Recent Winners
• When: 5:07 p.m.
•2007: Florida
·No. 1 UCLA (35-3)
•2006: Florida
vs.
•2005: North Carolina
No 1. Memphis (37 -1)
•2004: Connecticut
·When: 7:47 p.m.
•2003: Syracuse
·No. 1 Kansas (35-3)
•2002: Maryland
vs.
•2001: Duke
No 1. North Carolina (36-2)
•2000: Michigan State

This year, the Eastern men's and
women's tennis teams have added
freslunen players who have made a
substantial contribution to the Panthers' success.
Eastern will rely on its freshmen this weekend against Ohio Valley Conference opponents Samford
and Jacksonville State. Eastern plays
the Bulldogs at 1 p.m. on San•rday at
Darling Courts and JSU at 10 a.m.
on Sunday.
On the women's side, freslunen
Abby Allgire and Cara Huck have
both played a large role in the team's
overall 11-4 record.
Junior Natalie Martin said the pair
has made the women's team stronger
as a whole.
"1hey just add a lot more depth to
our team," Martin said. "With them,
we can compete one through six."
Allgire is 7-5 in singles. Huck
(5-9) has the team's most successful
doubles tandem. She is paired with
senior Sandra Sasidharan who have
compiled a 10-3 doubles record this
season.
Huck said pairing with Sasidharan
has been helpful in learning the college game.
"She's been a really good mentor,"
Huck said. "She knows the ropes of
college tennis."
1he men's team added three freshmen to its roster cl1is season: Robert Stedman, Felipe Gama and Benn
Marler. Stedman (9-6) and Gama (97) have both made a difference.
Eastern head coach John Blackburn said Stedman's competitive fire
is one of his greatest assets.
"He's come in and been a strong
player," Blackburn said. "H e's a great
competitor and brings his best tennis
to collegiate matches."
Blackburn said Gama (9-7) is the
most improved player on the team
since the full.
1he final freshman addition of
the season is Marler, a native Australian, who transferred to Eastern after
playing in the full for Cowley County
Community College. H e played high
school tennis at Ladue High School
in St. Louis.
"His work ethic is outstanding,
and what he brings to practice every
day is great for us," Blackburn said.
JC Clark can be reached at 581 -7944 or

[}-. tl EIGHTS
Rentinf(jor Fall2008

Large 3 Bearoom Apartments
(behind subway)

•AJC & Dishwasher
• Free Parking

• 1 1/2 bathrooms
• Models Open

Limited number of 10 month and June to June leases still available
Stop by 1509 S. 2nd

or Call for Info or Appointments 345-0936

FRIDAY
$1.75 DOMESTIC BOTTLES
$2.50 CAPTAIN AND
BACARDI MIXERS

LIVE MUSIC
W( CREEK ROAD
RAMBLERS Er }AIK WILLIS
Run an ad in the DEN

(217) 581-2816

SATURDAY
$2.75 YOU CAll IT
(JAGAR, MALIBU, ABSOLUT,
JACK, ETC.)
$2.00 MILLER LITE & MGD
BOTTLES

LIVE MUSIC
W(mEFUZ
7-9 PM WIN 2 TICKETS AND BUS RIDE
TO CUBS ROOFTOP

SUNDAY
$.75 COORS LIGHT PINTS
$1 .50 RAIL MIXERS
$3.00 COOR LIGHT
PITCHERS

LIVE MUSIC
W(OEAK HARP

SPORTS
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SOFTBALL I EASTERN VS. SAMFORD

Bulldogs' top player out for season
STARTING LINEUPS

Panthers can capitalize
with star pitcher gone

Eastern Starters
Pos.
Name
SS
M. Nelson
A. Nolte
C
2B
S. Coppert
LF
R. Mackie
3B
K. Holtz
CF
D. Menzione
RF
A. Robison
P
K. Mackie
M. Jackson
1B
Starting Pitcher
K. Mackie (5-6)
2.79 ERA

By Kevin Murphy
Associate Sports Editor
Samford's top pitcher, junior
Stephanie Royall, will not be available for this weekend's series against
Eastern.
Eastern (10-15, 5-3 Ohio Valley Conference) hosts Samford for
a three-game OVC series. 1he first
game begins at 1 p.m. on Saturday at
WiUiams Field.
Zach Schrieber, Samford's sports
information assistant, said Royall is
out for the season with a microfracture in her hip.
Royall earned OVC first-team
honors last season and was named
to the All-OVC Newcomer team in
2006.
"We just want to take advantage
of (Royall) being out and put the
ball in play and with their No. 2 and
No. 3 pitchers (in use)," said Eastern
sophomore utility player Stephanie
Militello.
Royall made six starts this season. She has a 2-5 record with a 3.56

>> Sullivan
1here is not one player on my
team willing w give in. No one will
sit out a workout unless forced.
It is not uncommon to see my
teammates begging the trainers to
practice when told to take some
time off - and, when denied, question what they can do without further injuring themselves.
We recently traveled to Champaign on Saturday to play Illinois
State and Illinois in the lllini Cup
with 13 women capable of taking
the field - one of them being a backup goalie.
Keep in mind that in soccer, you
field 11 players at a time, including
the goalkeeper.
Eventually, we were reduced to 10
players on the field because of injuries that occurred in the midst of the
games.
Even in that situation, no one
gave in. Granted, we did lose both
games, but I guarantee you d1at our
team had the most heart of the three
teams.
Now, more than ever, we seem

JOHN BAILEY ITHE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
Eastern junior second baseman Sarah Coppert works in the batting cage at Williams Field last week. The Panthers play Samford this weekend at Williams Field. Coppert leads the team in batting average (.35 1).

ERA in 12 appearances.
Last season, the Panthers lost rwo
of three games against the Bulldogs
in Birmingham, Ala.
Royall had a win and a loss in rwo
of the three games. Royall was 1913 last season. She led the team in

strikeouts and complete games and
had a 1.50 ERA.
The Bulldogs (12-20, 4-7) have
tried to counter losing their all-conference pitcher.
Sophomore Amanda Barrs, freshmen Margaret Carter and Kayla Bur-

to be becoming better teammates to
each other. Encouraging one another
to push through and offering whatever we can to help in each other's
recovery has become second natme.
Earlier this week, we went through a
grueling workout comprising a series
of timed exercises such as mountain climbers, wall sits and abdominal planks. It was that night in Lantz
Fieldhouse when I realized just how
dose we have become.
Rather than worrying about herself during a timed side plank, one of
my teammates actually prevented the
other &om succumbing to the difficulty and dropping to the grolmd.
She used her free hand, while balancing herself, to keep her teammate
from falling.
This is how I know, regardless of
the adversity we are faced with, that
the women's soccer team will be a
strong, successful team. With determination like this, there is no room
for failure.

>> Relievers

Kaitlin Sullivan is a freshman on the
women's soccer ream and a journalism
major. She can be reached at 581 -7944 or
at DENsportsdesk@gmail.com.

ris have carried the Bulldogs since
Royall was injured.
These three pitchers have a combined 10-15 record. Both Burris and
Carter have an ERA above 4.00.
"We just have got to hit off a
pitcher (no matter who it is)," said

STARTING LINEUPS

FROM PAGE 12
"They know they can go out
there and do the job," Brandon said.
"We know that we can win first off.
With the scores that it's been and
the competition we've been playing,
we know we can win in any fashion
no marter if it's us having to have a
pitcher's dual or the offense coming
around."
Junior center fielder Brett Nommensen said Brandon is pitching the
best for the Panthers (11-13, 3-3).
Brandon is second on the team
in innings pitched (23 213) and first
in ERA (1.14). He has 24 strikeouts
and has given up 16 hits and eight
runs in nine appearances.
"He just goes in there and throws
strikes," Nommensen said. "It's kind
of something d1e pitchers need as
an older classmate to set by example
and be a leader."
The biggest turnaround, however,
could be &om Foley.
Schmitz said he did not pitch well
in the Panthers' first rwo weekend
series in Louisiana against South-

Eastern Starters
Pos.
Name
Avg.
CF
B. Nommensen
.341
LF
C. Restko
.31 5
2B
J. Tokarz
.286
DH
Z. Skidmore
.296
3B
J. Kreke
.229
1B
A.Gee
.246
RF
R. Lindquist
.230
SS
C. Strang
.226
C
B. Thyer
. 125
Starting Pitcher
T. Facer (2-1)
4.75 ERA
Tennessee-Martin Starters
Pos.
Name
CF
K Dudley
2B
S. Gladstone
RF
Ma. Hartsfield
1B
Mi. Hartsfield
3B
D. Mason
DH
W. Blackmon
LF
B.Turner
L. Wilmore
C
SS
S. Martin
Starting Pitcher
E. Walker (1-4)
5.67 ERA

Avg.
.304
.256
.250
.329
.353
.209
.190
. 100
.283

-----ATTENTION ALL ADVERTISERS:

eastern Louisiana and Northwestern
State.

Samford Starters
Pos.
Name
LF
J. Owens
CF
J. Metcalf
DP
A. Fisher
RF
E. Deaux
3B
K. England
2B
K. Harmon
C
T. Deaux
SS
A. Jordan
K. Lawrence
1B
Starting Pitcher
A. Barrs (2-5)
3.05 ERA

Avg.
.31 0
.114
.351
.347
.238
.288
.071
.21 3
.267

Avg.
.352
.316
.267
.292
.21 0
.233
.053
.184
.200

Eastern senior pitd1er Karyn Mackie.
Kevin Murphy can be reached at 581 7944 or at kjmurphy@eiu.edu.

Foley notched just one out in
rwo appearances against Southeastern Louisiana and gave up three runs
on three hits for an 81.00 ERA. He
pitched in one game against Northwestern State, got one out and gave
up rwo runs on one hit and three
walks.
Schmitz said Foley's turnaround
came during Eastern's spring break
trip to Florida.
"We made a big decision down
there that he's our guy," Schmitz
said. "Scott just did great. He got
some strikeouts. You've got to come
away from spring break with some
good feelings, and I think Scott Foley was good."
Kreke said Foley has pitched well
in Eastern's past rwo games, getting
consecutive saves against Monmouth
and Chicago State.
Foley leads Eastern with four
saves this season.
"He got the jitterbugs out," Kreke
said. "We know when we come in
the ninth inning we've got the game
won with him coming in."
Scott Richey can be reached at 581 7944 or at srrichey@eiu.edu.

Run an AD in th Back to School Guide TODAY!
This guide goes out to ALL newcomers ofEastern (i.e. incoming freshman,
transfers and grad students) in their orientation packets.
That's a total of7,ooo guides!

It also goes to a

13,000

circulation

That's a WHOPPING 21,000 guides!!!

Don't Iniss your chance and run today!

(217)581-2816

Call for info or appointments

348.1479
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NCAA MEN'S BASKETBALL TOURNAMENT I FINAL FOUR

I

Chicago Cubs vs. Houston

7 p.m. on ComCast Sportsnet
MLB

St. Louis vs. Washington

I

7 p.m. on Fox Sports Midwest

TRIPLE THREAT

Brett Nommensen
Junior center fielder Brett Nommensen (above) has had the most
consistent Eastern bat this season.
Nommensen leads the Panthers in
batting average (.341 ), hits (29), doubles (seven), home runs (two) and
stolen bases (1 1). He was 6-of-9 w ith
three RB Is and two runs scored in Eastern's midweek sweep of Monmouth
College and Chicago State. Here are
three other Eastern baseba II players
playing well entering this weekend's
series against Tennessee-Martin .
1. Tyler Brandon-The senior pitch-

er pitched two scoreless innings of relief
against Chicago State, giving up just one
hit. Brandon leads Eastern in ERA (1.14) and
is second on the team in innings pitched
(23 2/3). He is aIso tied for the team lead in
wins (two) and strikeouts (24).
2. Bart Thyer - Thyer, a freshman
catcher, picked up two straight starts
against Monmouth and Chicago State in
place of injured regular starter Richie Derbak (finger). Thyer had two RBis against
Chicago State and drove in the winning
run on his two-run single to centerfield in
the bottom of the third inning.
3. Jordan Kreke -The junior made
the move back to third base from shortstop against Monmouth on Tuesday. He
was 2-of-4 and scored one run on Wednesday against Chicago State.
-Scott Richey

ERIC SEAlS (KANSAS), DANIEl A. ANDERSON (UlCAJ, JEFF SINER (NORTH CAROliNA), MICHAEl AINSWORTH (MEMPHIS) I MCT

Kansas' Brandon Rush (25), UCLA's Kevin Love, North Carolina's Tyler Hansbrough (50) and Memphis' Derrick Rose will try to lead their teams to the
NCAA National Championship. This is the first time in tournament history all No. 1 seeds have made it the Final Four.

1
Four top seeds to play
in national semifinals
for first-time ever

KAITLIN SULLIVAN

The Associated Press
SAN ANTONIO- And then
there were ones.

Four No. Is, that is.
Kansas moved on to play overall
No. I seed North Carolina on Saturday, and UCLA and Memphis will
round out the party at the Alamodome. Three No. Is have advanced
three times, most recently in I999.
The Jayhawks advanced to their
13th Final Four, and the win ridded

Bill Self of that dreaded "best coach
never to make a Final Four" label.
Self had fallen short with time
different schools, including last
year's edition of the Jayhawks. The
Tar Heels (36-2) will play in San
Antonio. 'The Tar Heels reached the
national semifinals for the first time
since winning the championship in

2005.
John Calipari has a good reason for calling his Memphis Tigers
a "Dream Team" - a kid from Chicago who wears No. 23 and makes
plays that bring fans out of their
seats.

»

SEE QUEST, PAGE 10

Striving
I
through Relievers keep Panthers in games
•
•
•
BASEBALL EASTERN VS. TENNESSEE-MARTIN

lllJUfleS

Start with a big batch of mononucleosis, sprinkle in some bronchitis and add some stomach flu.
Add a hip surgery, a couple knee
injuries and a stress fracture.
Top with a sprained back, and
you've got the ingredients for the
Eastern women's soccer team.
With a laundry list of injuries
and illnesses such as these, it would
be easy for our coach to forfeit our
games, or for our team to give in
and feel sorry for ourselves. We,
however, have done neither.
Sure, we've had some bad luck
with our overall health, but no
one's complaining. We have dedicated ourselves to getting healthy
and healing our injuries to get back
in the game.

»

SEE SULLIVAN, PAGE 11

Bullpen depth a key for
team this weekend
By Scott Richey
Sports Editor
Eastern had two close midweek
games against Monmouth College and Chicago State, but strong
pitching performances from the
Panthers' relievers ensmed two
non-conference victories.
That depth will help Eastern
when it returns to Ohio Valley
Conference play at I p.m. on Saturday with a doubleheader against
Tennessee- Martin
(3-I9,
0-4
OVC).
Five Eastern relievers combined
to give up four hits and no runs
in Il innings in the Panthers' two
midweek games.
Senior lefthander Ross Jeske
led Eastern's relievers with 3 2/3

JOHN BAilEYITHE DAllY EASTERN NEWS

Eastern junior pitcher Ross Jeske works in relief on Tuesday at Coaches
Stadium. The Panthers will need their relief pitchers against TennesseeMartin this weekend at Coaches Stadium.
innings pitched (all against Monmouth). Jeske faced I2 batters and
struck out one.

Eastern head coach Jim Schmitz
said he was pleased with the Panthers' pitching.

"Ross has been struggling, and
he got some double play balls,"
Schmitz said.
Junior Brian Morrell also had a
strong midweek performance with
2 113 hitless innings.
H e had one walk and three
strikeouts in his two appearances
this week.
"Morrell's come in and done a
great job," said junior third baseman Jordan Kreke. " H e's been
throwing strikes. We like to see him
and Tyler Brandon and Ross just
come in and shutting the door."
Brandon said having depth in
the bullpen is important because it
keeps the relief pitchers' arms fresh.
H e said both Morrell and sophomore closer Scott Foley have been
pitching well of late because they
have more confidence.

>> SEE RELIEVERS, PAGE 11

EASTERN SPORTS SCHEDULE
WOMEN'S GOLF

OUTDOOR TRACK

MEN'S AND WOMEN'S TENNIS

BASEBALL

Today at lllini Spring Ctassic I

Today, Saturday at Big Blue Classic I

Saturday vs. Samford I

Saturday vs. Tennessee-Martin (DH) I

All Day - Urbana

All Day - O'Brien Stadium

1 p.m. -Darling Courts

1 p.m. - Coaches Stadium

SOFTBALL

Saturday vs. Samford(DH)

1 p.m.- Coaches Stadium

I

INSIDE: SOME TIPS ON SINGING KARAOKE PAGE 2
COMEDY REVIEW: JORDAN CARLOS PAGE 4
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Strictly
Students'
Film
Festival
By Sam Sottosanto
Verge Reporte

Mike Usher made a documentary with his two best friends and cousin
about their high school band called "The Blue Room."
His film features different clips of interviews and shows.
"We made just kind of like a personal thing, something to have for the
whole ba nd," he said. "It was kind of a silly movie, but it was fun."
The band played original songs as well as covers from the 1980s, as well as
classic rock.
Usher, a sophomore business major, never thought he'd be showcasing his
low budget, $100 high school movie at the Student Film Festival at 2 p.m.
on Saturday in Buzzard Auditorium.
Tite College Film Tour contacted University Board member, Nick
Gracyalny, and suggested holding a contest to see which students can make
the best motion picture.
The College Film Tour's goal is to help students that create independent
films and make them available to a larger audience.
About 10 different groups are competing to show their 10 to 30-minute
long movies.
"This is an opportunity to see your own fellow students using their talents
to create a movie," said Gracyalny, a senior history major. "Maybe (some
students will) become fantous some day, and you can be one of the people to
say, 'I saw one of their first movies they ever made." '
The first place winner wUl receive a $250 Wal-Mart gift card, along
with having their film inducted into a showcase toured nationally with the
College Film Tour.
Second prize gets a $150 Wal- Mart gift card and third place gets a $100
Wal-Mart gift card.
Students will be disqualified in the competition if there are dangerous
events or illegal substances in their movie.
Matt Feely, graduate adviser of the office ofSntdent Life, said the most
difficult thing about organizing the event was getting the word out, but was
eager to be part of the event because it's a new idea and a change of pace.
"Tite Student Film Festival gives students at Eastern a chance to
demonstrate the directing, producing, acting and other movie-making skills,"
Feely said. "Hopefully Eastern and UB make this grow to an annual event."

PHOTO ILLUSTRATION BY KYLE BONDE SON JON THE VERGE
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3 Bedroom Houses available for
2008-2009 SCHOOL YEAR and
SUMMER 2008 close to campus.

to•••

Verge Reporter Sarah Jean Bresnahan teaches you something new

•••be a karaoke king {or queen)

Sign a lease before APRIL pt and receive $50 off.
Call Tom for more information at 708-772-3711 .

Many places offer karaoke nights. Below are some tips to avoid getting booed.
Pick a well-known song. Don't make it something that other people in the bar might not
know or something so fast, you won't be able to keep up with. It's always more fun when the
crowd sings along.

Don't do it alone. Dragging a friend with you will not only aid in the decrease of your embarrassment, but the increase in theirs.

Sing loud and proud. Nobody is expecting you to be an American Idol winner here. It's OK if
you miss a few words or hit a sour note. Considering the location of karaoke machines, (usually in bars) the majority of the crowd w ill most likely be preoccupied.
Have fun with it. Dance around, make faces and sing to people in the crowd. The whole
point is to have fun. So make it enjoyable, even if your friends forced you to do it.

Don't hog the microphone. Sing your heart out when it's your turn, but give other people a
chance. Save your vocals for mingling.

RUN AN AQ IN TH

,~,~~
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?
•
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'1•
•

?
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G

HINT: Twn the paper towards you and look dowuwards.

?
•

Follow the lyrics on the monitor. It will help keep you on beat and guide you through the
song during parts you don't know.

Brad
Lee
Home lnprovements, Inc.

THE COOK'S TAKE

Clean • Affordable
Qualitv Student Housing

The process Verge Editor, Stacy
Smith, took to make this week's
recipe

STACY SMITH J ON THE VERGE

Acheese bagel pizza finished and ready to serve.

$2 PIZZA BAGEL
INGREDIENTS
• 1 bagel

• 1/4 cup shredded mozzarella cheese

• 1 tbsp. oregano

• 1/2 cup marinara sauce

DIRECTIONS
1. Preheat oven to 350 degrees.
2. Split bagel, top with marinara sauce.
3. Spread marinara sauce onto bagel, cover with cheese.
4. Sprinkle with oregano.
5. Bake for 10 minutes or until cheese has melted.

This snack is best made
when your stomach is growling
and you do not have much time
to eat between classes.
It is practically personalizing your own over-sized "Bagel
Bite."
This recipe does not call for
a lot of ingredients, so it's easy
to customize without messing
up. You can quickly add toppings like pepperoni, sausage
or my favorite - pineapple and
mushrooms (don't knock it until you try it!).
The best part about this recipe is its simplicity. It is something you can make often and
will not get sick of because it
can be changed a lot.
I like looking at pizza menus
for new ideas on what to do.
For instance, alfredo-style pizza
consists of spinach and chicken
on top of alfredo sauce. It tastes
good on a regular crust, so why
not try a miniature version on
a bagel?
This recipe is also good if
you're dieting. You can still enjoy the tasty snack, but use
miniature wheat bagels, low-fat
cheese and organic marinara
sauce. Then top with veggies.
Don't be afraid to try new
things!

CONTACT US

2-3-4-5-6 Bedroom Houses
Check us out at
www.bradleehomeimprovements.com
or caii217-273-0675

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

LLL

Wishes everybody the
BESTofluck
in Greek \Veek!
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

(217) 581 -7943
denverge@gmail.com

Verge Editor...........................................Stacy Smith
Associate Verge Editor.................. .Jason Duarte
Senior Verge Reporter.......................Chris Gajda
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@
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BY KAROLINA STRACK/ ON THE
VERGE
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MEET NICK

LEA.R-.NING HIS LA.NGUA.GE

GET THE PICTURE WITH NICK WOOD
In perspective with
Hot shot of the week
artist Nick Wood
By Stacy Smith
Verge Editor
For as long as Joe Wood can
remember, he used to yell at his
yOLmger brother, Nick, to go
outside, instead of sitting on the
floor, drawing pictures.
"I used to make fun of him
growing up because Nick would
be in his room painting atld I'd
want him to come out and play,"
Joe said.
When they were growing up
in Los Angeles, Nick and Joe
were greatly influenced by graffiti
artists. "What Nick's painting is
(is) beyond understanding if you
see some of his stuff," Joe said.

"Art is about understanding all
the drama and problems that are
going through that person's life
and putting all of their problems
and pushing it away on that paint
brush."
After the Wood family moved
to Mt. Zion eight years ago,
the brothers decided to become
roommates.
"I used to live with Nick and
he would be up at 3 or 4 o'clock
in the morning painting," Joe said.
" He was always into school, and
me, I just did the dumb swff."
'The senior 2-D major with a
concentration in painting, had
been currently focusing on painting
and acrylic work. His work can be
viewed at his solo show scheduled
at 7 :30p.m. on April 26 at the Art
Fan Gallery, 601 Monroe Ave.
"It's that natural reaction that I
can make through a connection by
presenting something in a certain
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WOOD'S SOLO SHOW
Time: 7:30p.m.
Date: April 26
Place: Art Fart Gallery,
601 Monroe Ave.

way," he said. If I'm talking to you
in English, we're communicating.
But art is a visual language, with
visual symbols."
Nick often works with various
mediums to determine the message
he is trying to communicate.
"You've heard the famous
saying, 'A pictures worth a 1,000
words.' Well, that's true in a sense,"
he said. "But that one thought, or
one word, or one expression or one
idea that you have and paint, you

can paint that in 1,000 different
ways. 1l1ere's an endless amount of
ideas. It's about finding that visual
language that speaks to you."
Nick was surprised when
Eastern President William Perry
selected his painting titled, ' Good
Friend Bo,' to hang in his office
from March 31, 2008 until Nov.
10, 2008.
"I take any opporrunity to
enter any show," he said. "I can be
productive instead of just doing my
assignments."
Nick has entered two shows
within the past year at the Art Fart
Gallery.
"The most I've ever sold a
painting for was $500. But I don't
do it for the money,'' he said. "It's
like asking how long someone took
to make something. Someone once
asked a fatuous artist, 'How long
did it take you to paint that?' And
the artist replied, '63 years. I've

been practicing my whole life."'
Liz Niemeyer, a senior 2- D
studio art major, met Nick from a
painting class they had together.
"What I've learned from Nick
is to be open to any possibiliry to
how I can do something," she said.
"He's a lot of fun. He's very openminded, artistically. I can always
pick out something and be like,
'1l1at's Nick's.' Anything he does,
you Catl tell, because it probably
has some kind of messed up color
or distorted image, atld lots of
layers."
It would be beneficial for people
to go to his show because it will be
unlike anything else they have ever
seen, Niemeyer said.
"He just has some really cool
stuff. But you have to kind of see
below the surface and look into it
or kind of know him to understand
what he's talking about or where
he's coming from," she said.
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OAKLAND'S HUB' FOR MUSIC

Youth Center offers
more than just a safe
place for kids
By Tyler Angelo
Verge Reporter

Walking in, the windo~ are
decorated with stained glass.
Hubcaps and vinyl records
adorn the walls.
1l1e room is filled with big
couches that invite students to
come enjoy the eclectic sounds
played by bands on Saturday
evenings.
1l1e Hub Youth Center, 25
W Montgomery St. in Oakland,
opened in 2004, in hopes of
serving as a positive hatlgout for
the youth of the comnumity.
Director Craig Hunt said the
main goal of the Hub is "to get
kids in and get them off the streets,
give them an alternative to other
activities that they could be doing
- less wholesome ideas."
Musical acts tend to be
Christian rock-oriented because

Oakland Christian Church
sponsors the center. But there are
also rap, folk and metal groups that
perform.
On concert nights, two bands
play for about 45 minutes to an
hour each.
Bands are sometimes local,
though they also come from
Chicago and even as far as the
Nashville, Tenn. area.
Though the concert crowds are
usually younger, Hunt, who also
plays in the band, Fortyminusone,
thinks the Hub appeals to college
srudents because they typically
appreciate music more than their
younger counterparts.
"We book great bands and it's
a nice, laid-back atmosphere," he
said. "This music is as good or
better as far as original music, than
what you're hearing anywhere else."
Aside from the usual concert
nights, which usually happen rwice
a month, the Hub also offers game
and movie nights via its projector
screen.
Ed Bacon, the pastor for the
Oakland Christian Church, said

it is a unique outreach most small
towns do not offer.
" It's an alternative to going out
to the bar where there's a lot of
drinking," he said. "'There's some
people that love music that don't
want to do the whole bar scene.
This is definitely an alternative."
Bacon said the first time he
heard the band, Fire By Nite, play
at the venue, he thought they
should be signed to a record label.
" It's incredible, the amount of
music three guys can put out," he
said. "'They make a lot of noise!"
Fire By Nite will perform at the
Hub on April 26.
Nick Turner, a freshman at
Oakland High School, said he goes
to the Hub every weekend.
"They have a variety of bands
and music nights, and I can hang
out with my friends," he said. " It's
a good place to know you won't get
into any trouble."
The Hub is open Saturday night
from 7 to 10 p.m.
For more information, go to
www.oaklandchristianchurch.
org/thehub.

KAROLINA STRACK I ON THE VERGE

Since 2004, The Hub, 25 W. Montegomery, has been a hangout place for youth.
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JORDAN CARLOS
WHO: Stand-up comedian
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the truth about movies, music and media

FOR MORE CARLOS, CHECK OUT
JORDANCARLOS.BLOGSPOT.COM

COMEDY

By Jason Duarte
Associate Verge Editor

WHEN: 9 p.m.
WHERE: Buzzard Auditorium

governor?
A: Governor (Pause). That...
was Harriet Tubman.
Q: Who was the first black
quarterback?
A: There is no such thing.
That's a trick question. But if
I had to answer the question, I
would say H arriet Tubman. I
will be the H arriet Tubman of
presidents."
But when he ("Obama")
was asked who created the
Underground Railroad, he
replied, "Obama."
But all jokes aside, Carlos is
a big fan of Mrican-American
comedy.
" I love black comedy. I grew
up watching Richard Pryor, Red
Foxx, Bill Cosby, so on and so
forth," Carlos said. "I thought
just to stay true to my guns and
really just tell the jokes that kind
of are the world through my lens
and for some reason or another
that seem to be pretty w1ique.
Not a lot of other comics out
there are doing preppy black
stuff."
Aside from making it on
Comedy Central, Carlos has
many other accomplishments
tucked lmder his belt. H e was
nominated " Best Male Comic"

by the Emerging Comics of
New York Awards and was also a
finalist in NBC's "Stand Up for
Diversity" showcase.
From 1997-2001, he attended
Rhode Island's Brown University,
where he earned his bachelor's
degree. While at college,
Carlos wrote for the university's
humor magazine, "1he Brown
Jug." H e is also an alumnus
of "Improvidence," a popular
campus troupe, in which Michael
Showalter, who was just at Eastern
Wednesday, and Traci Ellis Ross
used to perform.
All in all, Carlos is pretty
funny. His focus on race,
something comedians such as
Dave Chappelle and Richard
Pryor play off of, is funny. It
isn't too intense, but has a very
modern and mellow feel to it.
It isn't too harsh or drawn
out either. H e brings a sense of
modesty and honesty to the stage,
and appears to make the audience
feel at home by talking with
them, instead of at them.
Yep, all this I learned from
YouTube. But he is a unique
comic with his "preppy black
guy" image. H e describes his
comedy as "less DefJam, more
Bill Cosby."

Music: Raoul Duke with
Zmick
Raoul Duke is a funk/trance/
fusion band from Illinois,
and Zmick is a progessive/
concrete/visual band from
Urbana
Time: 9 p.m.
Place: Friends & Co., 509 Van
Buren Ave., Charleston
Cost:TBA
345-2380

Dance: Rhythm and X-tacy
Dace Competition
Featuring the best dance
teams from U of I, Chicago,
East St. Louis, NIU and EIU
Time: 7 p.m. to 10 p.m. Late
night dance from 10 p.m. to
1:45 a.m.
Place: MLK Jr. University
Union, Grand Ballroom
Cost: $1 0 in advance, $12 at
the door
581 -3829

Concert: Benefit for
American Cancer Society
Ryan !deus of Feud in' Hillbilly's
is performing for donations
Time: 2 p.m. to 5 p.m.
Place: Radmaker's Rock 'N Roll
Tavern, 4 E. Holden, Tolono
Cost: S10 adults, $5 children
649-2672

Music: Underpaid Packy with
The Third Flight
Underpaid Packy's CD release
show. They are an upbeat
blend of rock, folk, jazz and
funk from Champaign
Time: 9:30p.m.
Place: Canopy Club, 708 S.
Goodwin Ave., Urbana
Cost: $5
344-2263

Play: lunch Box VooDoo
Performance by EIU sketch
comedy group
Time:6p.m.
Place: 718 Monroe Ave.,
Charleston
Cost: $3
345-2287

Jeanna O'Melia Solo
Exhibition
Retrospective exhibition,
includes paintings in acrylic
and watercolor, quilts and
more.
Time: 1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
Place: Friends & Co., 509 Van
Buren Ave., Charleston
Cost:TBA
345-2380

A bit of Comedy Central's
"Colbert Report" will bring some
jokes to campus tonight.
Carlos will perform at 9
p.m. in Buzzard Auditorium.
Admission is free.
Colbert enthusiasts would
know him as Alan, Colbert's
"black friend." To Nickelback
fans, he's a guy in the " Rockstar"
video. But to those unfamiliar,
he's Jordan Carlos, stand-up
comedian.
Carlos' style of comedy is
unique. He makes a lot of
race jokes, primarily referring
to himself as a "preppy black
man," breaking stereotypes and
telling audiences how a "thug"
counterpart once thought he was
gay "because his clothes fit."
I looked him up on YouTube,
and he does a piece called,
"Ba-1-ack Obama," where he
impersonates Barack Obama,
almost mocking him, as if he's
pushing for "blackness." Here's
an example:
"People wanna question my
blackness. Well, let's put it to the
test. Black history challenge.
"Q: Who was the first black
PHOTO SUBMITTED BY UNIVERSITY BOARD

this weekend ...

TODAY
Greek Bingo
Time: 7 a.m. to 11 p.m.
Place: MLK Jr. University
Union, University Ballroom
Cost: free
581 -3967
Camp Fit and Active
Finding ways to stay fit
Time: 3 p.m. to 8 p.m.
Place: McAfee Gym
Cost: To Be Annouced
581 -3018

Music: Relay For life benefit
concert
Time: 7 p.m. to 11 p.m.
Place: MLK Jr. University
Union, 7th Street Underground
Cost:TBA
581 -5117
Play: lunch Box VooDoo
Performance by EIU sketch
comedy group
Time: 8:30 p.m.
Place: 718 Monroe Ave.,
Charleston
Cost: $3
345-2287

Meditation and Relaxation
group
Time: 4 p.m. to 5 p.m.
Place: MLK Jr. University
Union, Schahrer Room
Cost: free
581 -341 3

Music: Justin DeAngelo
Graduate recital, pianist
Time: 7:30 p.m.
Place: Tarble Arts Center
Cost: free
581 -2787

Nintendo Tournament: Mario
Brothers
Sponsored by Asian Heritage
Celebration 2008
Time: 5 p.m.
Place: Stevenson Hall
Cost: $5 regi stration fee
581 -6690

Music: larry Gatlin and the
Gatlin Brothers
Country music
Time:8 p.m.
Place: Rosebud Theatre, 1325
Outer Belt West, Effingham
Cost: $35 to $70
540-2787

Music: The Creek Road
Ramblers with Jaik Willis
Acoustidfolk!rock
Time: 10 p.m.
Place: Mac's Uptowner, 623
Monroe Ave., Charleston
Cost: $2
345-4622

SATURDAY
Kick Butts Day: SK Walk/ Run
and Community Picnic
A nationwide effort to stop
youth tobacco use. Local
vendors and businesses will
have booths with food and
games
Time: 10 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Place: Morton Park, Charleston
Cost: S10 registration fee

Music: Schizer
Rock/blues/funk band from
Arthur and Toledo
Time: 9 p.m.
Place: Friends & Co., 509 Van
Buren Ave., Charleston
Cost: TBA
345-2380

SUNDAY
'ExplorAsian'
Featuring the Tsukasa Taiko
drummers and a showcase of
traditional Asian clothing
Time: 3 p.m.
Place: MLK Jr. University Union
Grand Ballroom
Cost: free
581 -6690

CONTINUOUS
EVENTS

Octave Chanute Aerospace
Museum
Feature exhibit: 99th Pursuit of
Chanute
Time: Monday through
Saturday 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. and
Sunday noon to 5 p.m.
Place: 1011 Pacesetter Drive,
Rantoul
Cost: adults $7
893-1613
Spurlock Museum
Calypso Music in Postwar
America: Photographs and
Illustrations, 1945-1960
Time: Tuesday noon to 5 p.m.,
Wednesday 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.,
Saturday 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.,
Sunday noon to 5 p.m.
Place: 600 S. Gregory St.
Cost: free
333-2360

